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Abstract

Earth System Models (ESM) cannot properly resolve all relevant drivers within shelf seas

due to their coarse resolution, as shallow depths and cross-shelf exchange processes mod-

ify the response of coastal waters to anthropogenic climate change on regional scales. To

account for these local processes, we downscaled results from the MPI-ESM-MR (RCP8.5

scenario) to a domain of the South Atlantic Ocean with a horizontal resolution of 1/12°,

using the HAMSOMmodel. Our analysis focus on process that have a direct connection to

the physical conditions along the Brazilian shelf, simulating the period from 1950 to 2100

and capturing the evolution of conditions from the recent past until the end of the 21st

century. In essence, all the identified impacts stem from the southwestward migration of

the South Atlantic Subtropical High (SASH), in response to the widening of the Hadley

cells and the poleward migration of the westerlies. On a synoptic scale, the strengthen-

ing and narrowing of the Southern Ocean atmospheric circulation leads to a decrease of

the Malvinas Current (MC) transport, as it forces the Antarctic Circumpolar Current to

flow closer to Antarctica. With a weaker MC and no significant impact to the Brazil Cur-

rent transport, the Brazil-Malvinas confluence continuously migrates poleward during the

21st century and its intra-annual variability reduces by approximately half of its historical

range. On a regional scale, although the SASH’s migration is not accompanied by an in-

crease in its intensity, the closer proximity to the Brazilian coast leads to a strengthening

of alongshore winds (≈ 2m s−1). This, in turn, increases the o�shore Ekman forcing and

promote an enhanced onshore bottom intrusion of SouthAtlantic CentralWater (SACW),

specially along southeast Brazil. This wider bottom intrusion, however, does not translate

into increased vertical flows at the bottom of the mixed layer. Increased surface heating

and, in the mid-to-outer shelf area where SACW is dominant, the shoaling of the pycno-

cline seems to counteract and limit vertical flows, as the shelf waters become more strat-

ified. This is because both processes contribute to a stronger pycnocline gradient, which

inhibit fluxes between the surface and deeper shelf waters. Nevertheless, the presence of

the SACW upwelling acts as a dampening mechanism over the warming of surface wa-

ters. This keeps the increase in sea surface temperature below global projections and can

even lead to colder surface waters, as is the case around Cabo Frio where the upwelling

process exerts a dominant influence. Ultimately, we identified that the subtropical Brazil-

ian shelf, in particular the South Brazil Bight, is likely to experience greater modifications

to its physical conditions than waters along tropical Brazil. This is in contrast to what is

suggested by global projections, and highlights the importance of taking into account the

regional forcing when considering long-term impacts at coastal regions.



Zusammenfassung

Erdsystemmodelle (ESM) können aufgrund ihrer groben Auflösung nicht alle relevanten

Prozesse in Schelfmeeren hinreichend genau auflösen. Die geringen Wassertiefen sowie

Austauschprozessemit demo�enenOzean haben einenwesentlichen Einfluss auf dieVerän-

derung vonKüstengewässern durch den anthropogen verursachten Klimawandel. Umdiese

lokalen Prozesse besser zu erfassen, haben wir die Ergebnisse des MPI-ESM-MR (RCP8.5-

Projektion) mit Hilfe des regionalen hydrodynamischen Modells HAMSOM für den Bere-

ich des Südatlantiks mit einer horizontalen Auflösung von 1/12° regionalisiert. Unsere

Analyse konzentrierten sich auf die Prozesse, die in direktem Zusammenhang mit den

physikalischen Bedingungen entlang des brasilianischen Schelfs stehen. Wir simulierten

den Zeitraum von 1950 bis 2100 und erfassten damit die Entwicklung der Bedingungen

von der jüngeren Vergangenheit bis zum Ende des 21. Jahrhunderts. Im Wesentlichen

sind alle identifizierten klimabedingten Änderungen auf die Südwestverlagerung des Sub-

tropischen Wirbels im Südatlantik (SASH) als Reaktion auf die Verstärkung der Hadley-

Zelle und die damit verbundene polwärtigeVerlagerung derWestwindzone zurückzuführen.

Auf synoptischer Skala führt die Bündelung und Verstärkung der atmosphärischen Zirku-

lation im Südpolarmeer zu einer Verringerung des Transports des Malvinenstroms (MC),

da sich der Antarktische Zirkumpolarstrom näher in Richtung Antarktis verschiebt. In-

folge eines schwächeren MC und ohne eine signifikante Änderung des Transports des

Brasilstroms wandert die Brasil-Malvinenstrom-Konfluenzzone im Laufe des 21. Jahrhun-

derts kontinuierlich Richtung Süden, während sich ihre saisonale Variabilität auf etwa die

Hälfte verringert. Obwohl die Verlagerung des SASH nicht direkt mit einer Zunahme

seiner Intensität verbunden ist, verstärken sich die Windgeschwindigkeiten entlang der

brasilianischen Küste wegen der Annäherung des Wirbels an den südamerikanischen Kon-

tinent um ca. 2m s−1. Dies wiederum verstärkt den O�shore-Ekman-Transport, was ins-

besondere entlang der Küste Südostbrasiliens zu einem verstärkten Vordringen von Sü-

datlantischem Zentralwasser (SACW) als Bodenwasser Richtung Küste führt,. Dieser ver-

stärkte Einfluss des SACW führt jedoch nicht zu einer zu erwartenden erhöhten vertikalen

Strömung an der unteren Begrenzung der durchmischten Deckschicht. Die Ursache hier-

für liegt in einer stärkeren vertikalen Schichtung des Schelfwassers als Folge einer nun

flacheren Pyknokline in Verbindung mit einer erhöhten Oberflächenerwärmung. Dieses

Phänomen ist besonders ausgeprägt in den Bereichen des mittleren bis äußeren Schelfs, in

denen das SACWdominiert. Vor allem dort tragen beide Prozesse zu einem stärkeren Gra-

dienten in der Pyknokline bei, was auf dem Schelf den Austausch zwischen durchmischtem

Oberflächenwasser und dem Wasser aus tieferen Schichten hemmt. Der trotz der stabil-



eren Schichtung vorhandene Auftrieb des SACW dämpft auf der anderen Seite die Erwär-

mung des Oberflächenwassers. Dies reduziert bei globalen Projektionen des anthropoge-

nen Klimawandels den Anstieg der Meeresoberflächentemperatur und kann sogar zu käl-

teremOberflächenwasser führen, wie es bei Cabo Frio der Fall ist, wo der Auftriebsprozess

dominiert. Zusammenfassend haben wir festgestellt, dass die subtropischen Bereiche des

brasilianischen Schelfes, insbesondere die Südbrasilianische Bucht, wahrscheinlich größere

Veränderungen ihrer physikalischen Bedingungen erfahren werden als die Gewässer ent-

lang der tropischen Küste Brasiliens. Dies steht im Gegensatz zu den Prognosen glob-

aler Projektionen und unterstreicht die Notwendigkeit, bei der Betrachtung langfristiger

Auswirkungen des Klimawandels auf Küstenregionen auch die regionalen Einflüsse stärker

zu berücksichtigen.
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E�ects of Climate Change on the Physical Conditions of the Brazilian Shelf

1.1 Climate change in Brazil

Climate change studies have grown in importance over the last decade and been pushed to

the forefront of discussions on environmental policies. Human influence cannot be over-

looked any longer, as since the 1950s unprecedented changes are reported, and the atmo-

sphere has experienced an average warming of 0.85 ◦C, with the period between 2003 and

2012 undergoing a mean warming of 0.78 ◦C. Ocean warming, specifically, dominates the

increase in stored energy in the climate system, being responsible for 60% of the accumu-

lated energy in the period from 1971 to 2010, for example. This is a direct consequence of

changes in the radiative properties of the atmosphere through the emission of greenhouse

gases (GHG) and aerosols, with the last three decades having been successively warmer

than any previous decade since 1850 (Fig. 1.1 - IPCC, 2013, 2014). The consequences of

anthropogenic climate change are even expected to accelerate after the end of the century

(Randerson et al., 2015) under strong warming scenarios, emphasizing the importance of

mitigating emissions in the long-term.

Figure 1.1: Combined land

and ocean surface temperature

anomaly between 1850 and 2012.

Adapted from IPCC (2014).

Nevertheless, climate change can have pronounced regional variability which suggests

di�erent regional impacts within coastal systems (Marengo et al., 2012). In this light, the

use of Regional Circulation Models (RCMs) to downscale climate e�ects and assess local

impacts are the present days main tools (Holt et al., 2010; Marengo et al., 2012; Mathis

and Pohlmann, 2014; Holt et al., 2018; Mathis and Mikolajewicz, 2020). The restricted,

higher resolution, model domain of RCMs enables simulations to solve small-scale features

at lower computational costs than global models (Snyder et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2010;

Mathis et al., 2013), giving more information about regional/local impacts. For example,

Liu et al. (2015) showed that for the Gulf of Mexico global models tended to overestimate
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sea surface warming due to not being able to reproduce the weakening of the small scale

Loop Current adequately. Chou et al. (2012) downscaled the HadCM3 results using the

Eta-CPTEC Model and were able to include small scale features into local climate pat-

terns with close relation to observational data. Cabré et al. (2014) showed that the MM5

regional model, driven by theHadAM3Hmodel, was able to reproduce the general features

of present regional climate (precipitation and air temperature) adequately, although some

bias was apparent. In essence, the use of these regional models enable scientists to refine

our understanding of long-term climate impacts and provide more accurate predictions at

regional levels.

In Brazil, a specific network has been created in 2007 to tackle anthropogenic climate

change (Rede CLIMA). This network is devoted to the development of a local ESM, the

Brazilian Earth System Model (Nobre et al., 2012b), and to evaluate the possible impacts

of climate change on Brazil’s economic and social aspects, as well as the expected impacts

on the di�erent natural environments (e.g., oceans, the coast, the tropical forests - Arraut

et al., 2013). Nobre (2008) found evidence of a 1 ◦C increase in minimum temperatures, as

well as a 0.75 ◦C increase onmean temperatures in the last 50 years, with reports indicating

increased natural disasters and aridization of the northeastern part of Brazil. Since then,

studies focused on the consequences of global warming to the Brazilian biomes and climate

in general (Lacerda and Nobre, 2010).

In 2014, the PBMC (Painel Brasileiro de Mudanças Climáticas) published its first na-

tional assessment report (RAN - PBMC, 2014), following the structure of the IPCC’s AR.

It relies mostly on results and scenarios of the 4th AR and describes the expected impact of

anthropogenic climate change to the Brazilian continental biomes. According to the RAN,

the northern and northeastern regions are considered the most vulnerable, as decreases in

precipitation are above global averages. The reduced precipitation seems to be triggered

by a smaller moisture transport from the ocean towards the coast due to changes in wind

patterns, brought about by increased sea surface temperatures. The consequences to the

biomes can be summarized as follows:

• Amazon 40% to 45% decrease in precipitation and surface temperatures increases

by up to 6 ◦C. Deforestation can accentuate these impacts, a�ecting the hydrological

cycle and extending the dry season.

• Caatinga Up to 50% decrease in precipitation and increase in surface temperatures

between 3.5 ◦C and 4.5 ◦C. Can lead to the desertification of this biome.

• Cerrado 35% to 45% decrease in precipitation and highest increase in surface tem-

peratures (up to 5.5 ◦C). The seasonal variability within this biome is also expected

to increase.
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• Pantanal 35% to 45% decrease in precipitation and increase in surface temperature

up to 4.5 ◦C.

• Mata Atlântica Highest decrease in precipitation in the northeastern portion of

the biome (up to 35%), as opposed to the south/southeastern regions (up to 30%).

Increase in surface temperature up to 4 ◦C.

• Pampa Only regionwith predicted increase in precipitation (up to 40%) and small-

est increase in surface temperatures (up to 3 ◦C).

Similar results were also found by Ramos da Silva and Haas (2016) using a set of nested

grids that allowed for a better representation of regional e�ects, increasing the confidence

over these predictions. Nobre et al. (2012a) showed that a coupled ocean-atmosphere re-

gional model was necessary to adequately reproduce the feedback mechanism between the

sea surface temperature (SST) and the intensity of the South Atlantic Convergence Zone

(SACZ), which tends to be underrepresented by global models. Marengo et al. (2012) fo-

cused on the SRES A1B scenarios to evaluate the e�ects of future climate projections on

the river basins of the Amazonas, São Francisco and Paraná rivers, and found an overall

reduction on precipitation rates in all basins as well as an increase in air temperature, and

an overall weakening of the SACZ during austral summer.

Towards the coast, Martins et al. (2017) found changes in the profile of incoming sig-

nificant wave heights along the Pernambuco coastline under a large sea level rise scenario

(1m), increasing the coastal vulnerability of the more exposed sections of the shoreline.

Similar e�ects to the wave characteristics is also expected at the Santos Harbor in south-

east Brazil (Alfredini et al., 2014). And in the south, both under the low and high emissions

scenarios, de Figueiredo et al. (2018) found that coastal erosion would be mainly controlled

by sea level rise as opposed to the sedimentary budget. According to their study, under con-

tinued emissions, coastal recession risk could be eight times higher than present rates. Not

all results are essentially negative, though, as Pereira et al. (2013) found that global warming

could increase wind power density along northeastern Brazil’s coast.

Physical conditions along the Brazilian shelf will respond to changes on the atmo-

spheric circulation over the tropical and subtropical South Atlantic, with the Northern

Brazil Current and the Brazil Current acting as the interface between shelf waters and the

deep ocean. With that mind, the South Atlantic Subtropical High is expected to migrate

southward during the 21st century (Rykaczewski et al., 2015; Reboita et al., 2019), as it

adjusts to a more southern position of the westerlies (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Wilcox et al.,

2012; Barnes and Polvani, 2013) and to the widening of theHadley cell (Davis and Rosenlof,

2012; Kang and Lu, 2012; Hu et al., 2018). This southward migration of the westerlies is

also expected to increase the strength of the Agulhas Leakage (Biastoch et al., 2009) and

the alonghsore wind speeds over the subtropical South Atlantic (Sydeman et al., 2014).
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Still based on ESMs, Pontes et al. (2014) carried out a multi-model reanalysis of results

for the RCP8.5 scenario within the 5th AR and found a 40% increase in the Brazil Cur-

rent volume transport south of 30°S and a southward migration of the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence of ≈ 1.2° at the end of the century. Finally, Toste et al. (2018) downscaled

results from HadGEM2-ES for the RCP4.5 scenario along the central and southeast Brazil-

ian coastline, simulating two 10-year time slices (1995 and 2005 and 2090 and 2100).

They found a smaller increase of the Brazil Current transport (17.5%) accompanied by a

slight northward migration of its geographical origin, a mean sea surface temperature in-

crease of 1.44 ◦C and a mean sea level rise of 0.78m. But more importantly, their results

showed substantial spatial heterogeneity along the coast, while results derived from Earth

System Models (ESMs) tend to be homogeneous (Capotondi et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013; Fu

et al., 2016). This highlights the importance of regional downscaling experiments when

identifying the impacts associated with anthropogenic climate change along the Brazilian

coastline.

1.2 Motivation and goal

The impacts of anthropogenic climate change to coastal regions is much more nuanced

than global projections would suggest when regional processes are considered, as multi-

ple studies have shown (Snyder et al., 2003; Holt et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Marengo

et al., 2012; Mathis et al., 2013; Praveen et al., 2016). And this is also true along the Brazilian

coastline, as the downscaling experiments from Toste et al. (2018) demonstrated. However,

their study was limited, both in the spatial (central and southeastern Brazil) and temporal

(two 10-year time slices) scales. A more complete analysis, exploring the e�ects of in-

creased emissions on a climatological scale and along the whole coastline, remains as an

open research question.

Approximately 25% of the Brazilian population lives along a coastline 8000 km long

(IBGE, 2011). Along its shelf seas, the presence of crude oil deposits and a large reliance on

fisheries at the industrial (southeastern and south regions) and artisanal (north and north-

east regions) scales highlight its large economic and social importance (Castro et al., 2006).

Fisheries, specially, are intrinsically connected to the ecosystem’s health and will responds

to changes in the dynamical forcings due to anthropogenic climate change, as was demon-

strated byHarley et al. (2006). As an example, the intrusion of the colder and nutrient-rich

South Atlantic Central Water has been shown to fuel primary production in south(east)

Brazil (Brandini et al., 2014), being correlated to high zooplankton biomass (Resgalla Jr

et al., 2001). This shelf intrusion, in turn, is essentially a response to surface Ekman forcing

and shelf break processes (Castro and Miranda, 1998; Campos et al., 2000), which depends

on the overlaying atmospheric circulation and will be a�ected by the southward migration
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of the South Atlantic gyre.

On a broader scale, the thermodynamical characteristics of the South Atlantic Cen-

tral Water is dependent on the physical state of the water column at the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence, where this water mass is formed (Gordon, 1981; Sprintall and Tomczak, 1993).

Changes in this region, therefore, can have an indirect impact in the Brazilian shelf’s fertil-

ization. Furthermore, sea surface temperature dipoles created around the Confluence have

also been linked to the interannual variability of the South Atlantic Convergence Zone

(Robertson and Mechoso, 2000), which influences precipitation in southeast Brazil. Even

on more general terms, sea surface temperature variability has a strong correlation with

overall precipitation over land (Nobre et al., 2012a), which directly a�ects crop yields.

Within this context, a proper understanding of anthropogenic climate change impacts’

on the physical conditions of the Brazilian shelf requires the consideration of these large

scale phenomena over the South Atlantic Ocean, combined with the representation of

regional shelf processes. Our goal is to establish a modeling framework that takes into ac-

count both the aforementioned spatial scales. This can then be used to more accurately

estimate the expected impacts of increased GHG emissions along the Brazilian shelf over

the 21st century, hopefully acting as a basis for future adaptation measures, which are in-

herently regional steps.

1.3 Modeling framework

Ourmodeling framework employs the one-way coupling between theMax-Planck Institute

– Earth SystemModel Mixed Resolution (MPI-ESM-MR - Giorgetta et al., 2013; Jungclaus

et al., 2013) and a high-resolution domain of the South Atlantic Ocean implemented using

the Hamburg Shelf Ocean Model (HAMSOM - Backhaus, 1985; Pohlmann, 1996, 2006).

Our goal with this coupling is to analyze the upper-bound impacts of anthropogenic cli-

mate change, and put those results in perspective against natural conditions (i.e., without

human influence). To accomplish this goal, we utilize results for the Representative Con-

centration Pathway (RCP) 8.5, which is a very high baseline anthropogenic-driven emission

scenario with rising radiative forcing throughout the 21st century (van Vuuren et al., 2011).

In this light, our simulations relied on both the combined Historical (1950 to 2005) +

RCP8.5 (2006 to 2100) and the PI-Control (1950 to 2100) scenario runs (IPCC, 2014), for

the anthropogenic and natural case studies, respectively.

Our HAMSOM application has a horizontal resolution of 1/12° (≈ 10 km) and spans

the region between 10°N and 54°S and between South America and Africa (19°E, Fig. 1.2).

It has 28 vertical layers and a minimum surface depth of 5m (lower bound depths at: 5m,

15m, 25m, 40m, 55m, 75m, 100m, 140m, 200m, 280m, 380m, 500m, 640m, 800m,
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Figure 1.2: Bathymetry of the high resolution HAMSOM domain. The red box indicates

the subdomain for the Brazil – Malvinas Confluence analysis (Chapter 2), the cyan box

indicates the subdomain for the South Brazil Bight analysis (Chapter 3), and the black box

indicates the subdomain for the Brazilian shelf analysis (Chapter 4). The dashed black line

is the 200m isobath and roughly represents the shelf break location.

990m, 1200m, 1440m, 1710m, 2000m, 2340m, 2680m, 3070m, 3510m, 4000m,

4550m, 5100m, 5700m and 6300m), arranged on the staggered Arakawa-C grid. This

vertical discretization is aimed at properly resolving the upper ocean flow but with a crude

resolution of the deep circulation. With respect to the time scale, our simulation encom-

passed the period between 1975 to 2100 with a 25 years spin-up phase (between 1950 and

1974) to adjust the internal baroclinic fields to the boundary forcing. Time step during

simulations was of 180 s.

At the surface, HAMSOM requires input data of 2m air temperature, sea level pres-

sure, near-surface relative humidity, cloud cover, total precipitation and 10m wind speed,

which were extracted from the atmospheric component of the MPI-ESM (ECHAM6 -

Stevens et al., 2013). At the lateral open boundaries, it requires input data for the sea sur-

face height and 3D temperature and salinity profiles. 3D temperature and salinity profiles

are also required to initialize the baroclinic model domain. In both cases, information was

extracted from the ocean component of the MPI-ESM (MPIOM - Jungclaus et al., 2013).

Systematic deviations in these input forcings, both for the atmosphere and the ocean, were

corrected following the procedure described by Mathis et al. (2013) to ensure that they

reflect the mean state of our current climate. In the case of the atmosphere, this bias cor-

rection was performed using the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996), whereas
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SODA model data (Carton and Giese, 2008) was used for the ocean properties. Finally,

freshwater inflow was obtained from the MPI-ESM and corrected based on WaterGAP

model data (Döll et al., 2003).

A total of six simulations were performed, for the full analysis period. One of those sim-

ulations was reflective of the PI-Control conditions and is considered our control run. The

remaining five simulations are all reflective of the combined Historical + RCP8.5 scenarios.

At each of those simulations, however, initial conditions in the temperature and salinity

fields were randomly modified within 1% of their base values. This is done to account for

the internal variability of our modeling framework, providing a measure of uncertainty for

our simulations. At the end, results from each simulation were stored as daily averages and

consists of outputs for sea surface height, temperature, salinity and zonal and meridional

current velocities.

1.4 Research outline

As demonstrated in section 4.6.1, the Brazilian shelf responds to regional process (e.g. Ek-

man and shelf-break upwelling, Plata plume dynamics) and large scale shifts in atmospheric

and ocean dynamics over the South Atlantic Ocean. For this reason, our regional model

domain comprehends the whole South Atlantic and aims to locally resolve the flow around

the South Atlantic Subtropical High, and its consequences to the wind stresses along the

Brazilian coastline and to the Brazil Current. With that in mind, we chose to take a

process-driven approach when evaluating the impacts associated with anthropogenic cli-

mate change, using a strong warming scenario (RCP8.5) as our benchmark.

Chapter 2 explores the expected changes to the position and variability of the Brazil-

Malvinas Confluence (red contour, Fig. 1.2). This is a region of high ocean productivity

and strong mesoscale activity (Piola et al., 2000; Piola and Matano, 2017). It is not only

responsible for the formation of the South Atlantic Central Water that is transported by

theNorthern Brazil Current and the Brazil Current (Gordon, 1981; Sprintall and Tomczak,

1993), but has also been linked to the position of an ocean front over the south Brazilian

shelf (Piola et al., 2000). Over the last decade, studies have identified a poleward shift

of its mean meridional position, correlating this behavior to changes in the latitude of

separation of the Brazil Current (Goni et al., 2011), a southward migration of the latitude

of maximum wind curl (Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2011), and to a weakening of the Malvinas

Current (Combes and Matano, 2014b).

Pontes et al. (2014), when analyzing ESMs, found that this trend would even persist

throughout the 21st century. Although they also found a decrease in the Malvinas Current

over the same time scale, they did not find changes to the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
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that could explain this weakening, nor did they analyze a control simulation to exclude

the possibility of natural oscillations. As for the behavior of the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current, ESMs show an inconsistent response to anthropogenic climate change (Gupta

et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Downes and Hogg, 2013), which raises questions in regards

to the Malvinas Current long term response. To this e�ect, our goal in this chapter is

to investigate the reasons behind the poleward shift of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, its

possible relation to changes in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and whether this could

be a reflection of natural variability or a direct impact of human influence.

Chapters 3 and 4 are focused on the e�ects of regional processes along the Brazilian

shelf. Over the shelf, several water masses play a role in shaping its dynamics. Tropical Wa-

ter (>20 ◦C in temperature and >36.6 in salinity) dominates the surface layer and is trans-

ported in the first 200m of the Northern Brazil Current and the Brazil Current. Closer

to coastal systems (e.g., estuaries), the dilution of Tropical Water by the local freshwater

inflow creates the CoastalWater, identifying region of freshwater influence. Just below the

Tropical Water in both western boundary currents, South Atlantic Central Water (<20 ◦C

in temperature and <36.6 in salinity) generated at the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence is found

(Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al., 2018). Additionally, over the southeastern and southern

shelves, the equatorward intrusion of a freshwater plume associated with the Plata River

discharge is also present, with the latitude of its intrusion dependent on southwesterly

wind anomalies mainly driven by the passage of cold atmospheric fronts (Piola et al., 2000,

2005; Pimenta et al., 2005). The interplay of these water masses drives the stratification

over the Brazilian shelf and is explored in Chapter 4, as we investigate changes to the py-

cnocline and the potential energy anomaly at the end of the century (black contour, Fig.

1.2).

Finally, the dynamics surrounding the intrusion of South Atlantic Central Water is an

important fertilization mechanism of shelf waters along the Brazil Current pathway (Cas-

tro et al., 2006), specially over the South Brazil Bight (cyan contour, Fig. 1.2). In this region,

this colder water mass intrudes along the shelf through two di�erent physical mechanisms,

driven by the Ekman forcing (Lima et al., 1996; Castro and Miranda, 1998; Castelao et al.,

2004) and by shelf break interactions along the Brazil Current pathway (Campos et al.,

1995, 2000; Silveira et al., 2000; Palma and Matano, 2009). The South Atlantic Central

Water a�ects the northern sector of the South Brazil Bight year-round (Campos et al.,

2000; Palma and Matano, 2009; Cerda and Castro, 2014), while having a stronger seasonal

variability over the rest of the bight (Möller et al., 2008; Castro, 2014; Brandini et al., 2014).

Understanding how anthropogenic climate change can impact the South Atlantic Central

Water intrusion over a region under such a diverse dynamical setting highlights the im-

portance of regional processes when evaluating future impacts and is explored in Chapter

3.
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2.1 Abstract

Over the last decade, several studies have identified a southward drift of the mean merid-

ional position of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence (BMC). Although this trend has been as-

cribed to di�erent mechanisms, the most recent study found a reduction of the Malvinas

current (MC) as the main reason behind it. It is unclear, however, how this mechanism

would persist in the face of global warming and under projected increased winds over

the Southern Ocean, as the response of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) varies

within di�erent Earth SystemModels (ESM), ultimately impacting theMC.We ran a high-

resolution (1/12°) ocean model driven with results from the Max-Planck-Institute – ESM

to verify how the confluence will respond to anthropogenic climate change, by downscal-

ing results from the pre-industrial control and RCP8.5 scenarios. Our results show that

the southward confluence shift is only persistent under anthropogenic forcing and is led

by a reduction of the MC volume transport. This reduction of the Malvinas transport

is induced by a shift of the main ACC flow closer to Antarctica’s shelf, in response to

a southward movement of the westerlies band, even if no long-term changes on the total

ACC transport can be found. Our results corroborate previous evidence regarding the MC

as the main responsible behind the observed BMC southward shift of the recent past but

points toward anthropogenic climate change as the triggering mechanism, with various ef-

fects cascading from its impact on the Southern Ocean. This also has consequences for the

BMC variability, whose amplitude reduces as we approach the end of the 21st century.

2.2 Introduction

The upper ocean circulation in the western South Atlantic is dominated by the Brazil-

Malvinas Confluence’s (BMC) dynamics. In this region, warm water carried by the Brazil

Current (BC) from the tropics is met by colder and fresher water carried by the Malvinas

Current (MC) from subpolar origins, creating a region of high potential vorticity and a

strong eddy field (Piola and Matano, 2017). Satellite imagery of this region shows high

chlorophyll-a concentrations, which are a consequence of both the mesoscale activity and

the thermohaline structures at this frontal zone (Piola et al., 2000; Piola andMatano, 2017).

Rings shed from both currents on the confluence region may a�ect the formation of water

masses, influence the ventilation of the local thermocline and play a role on the distribution

of heat and salt over the South Atlantic (Gordon, 1981; Campos et al., 1999a). Based on

results from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA - Carton and Giese, 2008), Yang

and He (2014) proposed that changes in the upward eddy buoyancy flux on the decadal

time scales might be related to the freshening/cooling of the Antarctic IntermediateWater,

which spreads to all major ocean basins. In relation to the atmosphere, Robertson and

Mechoso (2000) suggests that the sea surface temperature (SST) dipole created around
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the BMC may act as a source of interannual variability of the South Atlantic Convergence

Zone due to thermal inertia of the upper ocean, which influences precipitation in southeast

Brazil.

Considering this widespread influence, understanding the BMC’s variability across

di�erent time scales is an important factor in understanding the general dynamics in

the western South Atlantic. On the annual and semi-annual scales, Matano et al. (1993)

demonstrated the importance of the BC and the seasonality of the gyre-scale mass trans-

port through a study combining modeling and altimetry data. They estimated the intra-

annual variability of the BMC mean latitudinal position to be around 2° with a maximum

northward and southward displacement during austral winter and austral summer, respec-

tively, showing its correlation to the zonally-averaged wind stress curl. Wainer et al. (2000)

showed a similar behavior on the intra-annual scale using a coupled ocean-atmosphere

model, but also found a significant variability on the interannual scale and lower frequen-

cies when tracking the maximum incursions of the 24 ◦C and 17 ◦C isotherms, related to

the BC and MC respectively. Zavialov et al. (1999) used a blended set of historical SST

data in the region to focus on the lower frequency variability between 1854 and 1994. Al-

though limited to winter data, they showed that the maximum northward incursion of the

17 ◦C isotherm had a significant decadal component and exhibited a general southward

trend. Meanwhile, a general warming secular trend since 1940 was found in the confluence

domain.

Since then, several studies have identified this southward trend on the BMC’s mean

meridional position, based on modeling studies, surface drifters and altimeter data (Goni

et al., 2011; Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2011; Combes and Matano, 2014b). Goni et al. (2011)

identified a southward shift of the confluence from its previous mean latitude in the range

of 1.5° S between 1993 and 2008. Although they could not conclusively relate this shift

to changes in transport of the BC or MC, they identified a change in the dominant peri-

odicities from an annual to a bi-annual signal. Lumpkin and Garzoli (2011) analyzed the

same years as Goni et al. (2011) and also found no long-term trends on the transports of

both forcing currents. They found, however, a correlation between this southward BMC

migration and the maximum basin-averaged wind stress curl. This could indicate that

this southward shift might also respond to the South Atlantic Gyre strength and location

on lower frequencies, similar to how a correlation was found by Matano et al. (1993) on

the seasonal time scale. Furthermore, they suggested that the correlations found between

the mean confluence position and the SST fluctuations in the area might point towards

the Agulhas Leakage as a forcing mechanism. Combes and Matano (2014b) used a high-

resolution coupled regionalmodel approach to fully comprehend the behaviour of the BMC

in response to variations on the BC and the MC as well as the atmospheric forcing. Their

model results suggest that this southward shift happened mostly abruptly during 1999-
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2000, as opposed to a steady trend. This shift seems to be driven by a weakening of the

Southern Ocean circulation, as no significant change in the maximum wind stress curl was

found in the 1998-2002 period. This would signify that changes in the MC transport are

responsible for the southward drift, responding to variations of the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current (ACC). Nevertheless, both Combes and Matano (2014b) and Lumpkin and Gar-

zoli (2011) mention the incoherent response of the MC and the Southern Ocean circula-

tion to the apparent overall strengthening of the westerlies demonstrated by the Southern

Annular Mode index (SAM - Marshall, 2003). To this point in particular, Combes and

Matano (2014b) showed a weakening of the westerlies over the South Atlantic portion of

the Southern Ocean after the 2000s that could justify the abrupt BMC shift.

It is important to note, however, that the response of the ACC to increased greeen-

house gas concentrations is not consistent in future climate projections, showing a large

scatter across a broad range of Earth SystemModels (Gupta et al., 2009). Wang et al. (2011)

analyzed results from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth As-

sessment Report (AR4) and found that the poleward shift of the subtropical gyres could

lead to a narrowing of the ACC, which would limit the increase in the barotropic mass

flow and reduce the transport of the ACC’s northern flank. They also found a dependence

of the ACC transport on the model’s stratification at high latitudes. In several models, in-

creased wind speeds over the Southern Ocean led to enhanced parametrized eddy-induced

transport. This tends to flatten isopycnal surfaces and reduce the upper layer meridional

gradients, weakening the ACC. In a more recent paper based on models from the AR5,

Downes and Hogg (2013) found these buoyancy fluxes to dominate the response of the

ACC in compensating wind stresses. In this context, the incoherent ACC response to the

increased SAM index found by Combes and Matano (2014b) may be realistic. Their found

dependency between the BMC’s south drift and the weakening of the MC might be a ro-

bust feature even in the face of a strengthening atmospheric circulation over the Southern

Ocean. If this is the case, ultimately, the observed BMC southward migration might be a

response to increased greenhouse gas emissions and a large-scale reflection of global climate

change.

In this light, our goal is to determine whether the previously reported net southward

displacement of the BMC can be attributed to anthropogenic climate change. Further-

more, we aim to discern what e�ects this man-made contribution might have had to the

general variability in the Brazil-Malvinas confluence region and try to separate the contri-

bution of di�erent forcing mechanisms to the confluence’s low-frequency variability. To

this end, we utilize a regional, high-resolution ocean model of the South Atlantic forced by

results from the global Earth system model MPI-ESM (Jungclaus et al., 2013). By analysing

a scenario under a strong climate signal (RCP8.5) and comparing it to a scenario forced by

pre-industrial control conditions, we show how this robust southward trend on the BMC
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is related to increased greenhouse gas emissions due to changes in the Antarctic Circum-

polar Current main pathway. Subsequently, we utilize a gradient-boosting decision tree

algorithm to distinguish between the contributions of the BC and MC currents, as well as

di�erent local and remote forcing mechanisms, to the confluence’s natural variability.

2.3 Methods

The model system we employed for our study consists of a high-resolution model covering

our region of interest and a general circulation model, which provides boundary and at-

mospheric forcing data. The latter information for the large-scale state of both the ocean

and the atmosphere is derived from the coupled MPI-ESM (Max-Planck Institute – Earth

System Model) simulations in mixed resolution (MR) performed for the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 5 experiments (CMIP5) (Giorgetta et al., 2013; Jungclaus

et al., 2013). For the high-resolution domain, the Hamburg Shelf Ocean Model (HAM-

SOM) is utilized as described below. Our test cases are based on simulations for the repre-

sentative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) combined with the MPI-ESM historical run

(Hist) and the pre-industrial run (control), according to the definitions from the IPCC

(2014). Using these contrasting scenarios allows us to address an upper bound limit to

these anthropogenic e�ects among the IPCC RCPs. Initial conditions were extracted from

the MPI-ESM ocean component. In the case of the Hist/RCP8.5 scenario, five ensemble

members of the whole simulation period were produced. For each ensemble member, the

initial 3D temperature and salinity fields of HAMSOMwere randomly modified within 1%

of their base values to account for HAMSOM’s internal variability, while the forcing from

the parent global model remained unchanged.

The atmospheric forcing data is derived from the atmospheric component (ECHAM6)

ofMPI-ESM (Stevens et al., 2013) and utilizes inputs for 2m air temperature, sea level pres-

sure, near-surface relative humidity, cloud cover, total precipitation and 10m wind speed.

These outputs were available as 6-hourly (air temperature, sea level pressure and 10mwind

speed) and daily (cloud cover, total precipitation and near-surface relative humidity) data

and linearly interpolated to HAMSOM’s timestep of three minutes. Oceanic boundary

conditions are derived from the ocean component (MPIOM - Jungclaus et al., 2013) and

corresponds to the sea surface height and 3D temperature and salinity profiles. These out-

puts were available as monthly means and were also linearly interpolated to the model time

step, considering the monthly value at the middle of the pertaining month.

2.3.1 The HAMSOM model

HAMSOM is a three-dimensional, baroclinic, free surface, shallow-water equations model.

It relies on the hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations and is defined based on Z-
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coordinates on the staggered Arakawa C-grid. To allow for more lenient time steps, it

solves the terms describing gravity waves in the shallow-water equations and the vertical

di�usion of momentum, temperature and salinity implicitly (Backhaus, 1985). The advec-

tion of temperature and salinity is formulated with a second order Lax-Wendro� scheme

(Daewel and Schrum, 2017), while the advection of momentum is formulated using the

component upstream method. The semi-implicit formulation leads to an elliptical partial

di�erential equation that is solved using the SOR “red-black” method (Pohlmann, 2006).

Still according to Pohlmann (2006), the vertical eddy viscosity is parameterized using the

Kochergin (1987) method and is dependent on the vertical velocity gradient and the wa-

ter column stability. A full description of this parametrization and its adaptation to the

HAMSOMmodel can be found in Pohlmann (1996). The Smagorinsky scheme (Smagorin-

sky, 1963) is employed for the horizontal viscosity and is based on the horizontal velocity

shear.

Regarding the boundary behavior, closed boundaries are defined under a semi-slip and

zero flux condition. At open boundaries a zero gradient is enforced and a Sommerfeld

radiation scheme is applied for outflowing temperature and salinity. River inflow is treated

as a temperature, salinity and volume change at the respective model cell. Surface exchange

flows are calculated through bulk-formulas and a quadratic stress law is applied at the

bottom boundary (Pohlmann, 2006).

2.3.2 Model setup

Themodel domain comprises the SouthAtlanticOcean between SouthAmerica andAfrica

(10° N and 54° S and 69° W and 19° E, approximately, Fig. 2.1). This model has a hori-

zontal resolution of 1/12° with 28 vertical layers and a minimum depth of 5m (lower

bound depths at: 5m, 15m, 25m, 40m, 55m, 75m, 100m, 140m, 200m, 280m, 380m,

500m, 640m, 800m, 990m, 1200m, 1440m, 1710m, 2000m, 2340m, 2680m, 3070m,

3510m, 4000m, 4550m, 5100m, 5700m and 6300m). The choice to limit the model’s

southern boundary and not to locally resolve the ACC inside the domain was twofold: first,

we could not fully resolve theACCdue to only simulating a portion of the SouthernOcean;

second, due to the lack of ice dynamics in HAMSOM. The first point would mean that we

still incorporate the ACC flow from the MPI-ESM via the Drake Passage. The second

would mean that buoyancy modifications that could a�ect the ACC due to the warming

climate could not be properly considered and were shown to be dominant by Downes and

Hogg (2013) on this large-scale current. Since properly resolving the ACC would require

a fully coupled global model, we choose to rely on the boundary response of the MC from

the global model, which could take a greater range of parameters into account, and fully

resolve the flow over the South Atlantic. The vertical discretization is aimed at properly

resolving the upper ocean flow but with a crude resolution of the deep circulation. The sep-
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Figure 2.1: Bathymetry of the

HAMSOM domain. The red box

indicates the subdomain for the

Brazil – Malvinas confluence, the

focus of our study. The two black

transects at 29° and 45° S are the

locations where the volume trans-

port estimates for the Brazil and

Malvinas currents were made.

aration depth at the lower bounds also takes into account the transition between di�erent

water masses, namely the Tropical Water (upper 50m), the South Atlantic Central Wa-

ter (500m), the Antarctic Intermediate Water (1200m), the North Atlantic Deep Water

(4000m) and the Antarctic BottomWater (Campos et al., 1999a). The horizontal viscosity

is parametrized (as discussed above) and ranges between 102 m2 s−1 to 104 m2 s−1, while

the vertical viscosity ranges between 10−5 m2 s−1 to 10−2 m2 s−1.

The simulation comprehends the period from 1975 to 2100 and a spin-up between

1950 and 1974. This spin-up is necessary to ensure a stable potential energy field in the

domain due to the employed bias correction of the atmospheric and oceanic forcing data

at the open boundaries, and to let the boundary conditions adapt to the higher resolution

domain and the regional ocean model. This still provides us 35 years during the historic

period (1975 to 2009) and an 90 years prognostic period (2010 to 2100). The choice of the

period between 2009 and 2010 to separate between historical and prognostic time scales

was defined based on the end period applied during the bias correction, explained below.

To account for systematic deviations in the forcing data, both the atmospheric and

ocean boundary data were corrected using bias masks. For the control simulation, this

translates into the introduction of anthropogenic climate change in its mean state vari-

ables, as perceived by the currently available climatologies used to correct this data. This

means that, at the end of the historical period, both the hist/RCP8.5 and the control have

an equivalent mean state that is reflective of our current climate. As both scenarios develop

under the prognostic period, however, the climate signal is stable in the control whereas

it continuously increases in the hist/RCP8.5. All atmospheric data were corrected using

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996). Sea surface height is corrected at the

boundaries using AVISO satellite data and the 3D temperature and salinity profiles are

corrected using SODA results (Carton and Giese, 2008). A ten years average of monthly
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model data (2000 to 2009) is compared with the reanalysis data based on a geospatial grid.

A spatially variable 2D map and profiles at every active boundary (north, south and east)

are created for the twelve months, containing the deviations between both data sources.

These deviation profiles are then linearly interpolated in time and added to every bound-

ary forcing over the full simulation period, except for the wind speed corrections. In the

case of the wind speed, the bias mask was applied multiplicatively to correct only for the

proper average magnitudes and avoid disturbing the spatial patterns. This type of bias cor-

rection to forcing fields coming from lower resolution models has also been performed on

other downscaling experiments (Gabioux et al., 2013; Mathis et al., 2013). The freshwater

inflow from continental sources is also obtained from MPI-ESM and corrected based on

the results of the WaterGAP model for the whole domain (Döll et al., 2003). For refer-

ence, the averaged (± one standard-deviation) Amazon and La Plata river discharges were

44 449.3± 3633.2m3 s−1 and 6935.6± 1076.2m3 s−1, respectively, integrated over one

historical climatology (1980 to 2009).

2.3.3 Model output and data analysis

HAMSOM’s main output consists of daily averages of sea surface height, temperature,

salinity and zonal and meridional current velocities. Since our focus is on understand-

ing the interannual to decadal variability on the Brazil-Malvinas confluence, we filter out

all intra-annual variability to better highlight the desired scales. First, all data is monthly-

averaged. Second, a 12-months running mean filter is applied. All proceeding methods are

applied on these filtered time series. When detrending is necessary, e.g. before extract-

ing empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), a least-square fit is utilized and applied on the

historical and prognostic periods independently. As a representative of the confluence’s

dynamics, the mean confluence position was calculated following Goni et al. (2011) and

defined as the maximum surface temperature gradient along the 1000m isobath over the

confluence region (25° to 45° S, 35° to 70° W). Spatial patterns of variability are extracted

using the EOF technique and were based on the whole time series.

Additional time series are computed to represent remote forcing mechanisms that

might influence the BMC and were calculated based on monthly outputs from the global

model. Furthermore, all indexes are then referenced to the historical period. The Niño 3.4

index was calculated according to the recommendations from the NCAR/UCAR Climate

Data Guide and Trenberth (1997). The SAM index was calculated as the leading EOF of

the 700 hPa geopotential height south of 20° S as suggested by the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Ho et al. (2012). The strength and relative po-

sition of the South Atlantic Subtropical High (SASH) is calculated as the leading EOF of

the 850 hPa geopotential height for the region between the Equator and the South Pole

and 70° W and 20° E (Sun et al., 2017). Lastly, the strength of the Agulhas Leakage (AgL)
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is computed based on the eulerian transports over the GoodHope line, of waters with tem-

perature over 14.6 ◦C and salinity over 35.33 (Ansorge et al., 2005; Renault et al., 2017),

and its importance to the BMC was previously questioned by Lumpkin and Garzoli (2011).

2.3.4 Gradient-boosting decision tree

We utilize a gradient-boosting decision tree algorithm called LightGBM (Ke et al., 2017)

to better understand the dynamics between the BC and MC at the confluence zone. This

algorithm uses an ensemble of regression trees that are trained consecutively by fitting

the residual errors of predictions at each instance as an input feature to the next iteration

(Friedman, 2001). LightGBMfinds the optimal nodes along the tree’s development by using

a histogram-based approach and binning the input data to reduce its complexity. These

splits are then based on the variable that explains the most variance at that node, providing

the best predictions. A complete description of these methods and the related algorithms

can be found on Ke et al. (2017).

Data for the whole simulation time scale (1975 – 2100) is bundled together and 70% of

it (n = 1064 points) is randomly sampled to train and cross-validate LightGBM’s param-

eters. The remaining 30% (n = 448) are used to validate the resulting decision tree. The

algorithm is applied for each simulation (control and five realizations of the hist/RCP8.5

scenario) independently. The algorithms’ target feature is the meridional position of the

BMC. The main input features are the BC and MC transports, the local wind stresses aver-

aged and the latitude of the maximumwind stress curl over the confluence area (Fig. 2.1, in

red), and the calculated remote forcing indexes for the El Niño Southern Oscillation (Niño

3.4), the westerlies over the Southern Ocean (SAM) and the SASH strength and position,

as well as the AgL volume. The location and width of the BC and MC transport tran-

sects were chosen based on the climatological mean kinetic energy plots and we ensured

that this position did encompass the full currents during the whole simulation period. All

these input features are detrended using a simple least-square fit. Since our number of

variables is small and we expect non-linear e�ects to also have a large role in determin-

ing the confluence behavior, we expand the input features by including all second-order

polynomial interactions of these variables in the analysis explicitly (e.g. interaction be-

tween the Brazil and Malvinas currents), for a total of 36 input features. Afterwards, each

feature importance is calculated based on a permutation approach using the eli5 Python

library (https://github.com/TeamHG-Memex/eli5). By reshu�ing each feature and run-

ning them along the trained model, one can determine that feature’s impact to the overall

algorithm performance (Friedman, 2001). A similar procedure to the one employed in eli5

is described in Breiman (2001).
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2.4 Evaluation of model results

Results from the HAMSOM Hist/RCP8.5 simulation were compared to data from var-

ious sources to assess the quality of the high-resolution simulation. Monthly climatolo-

gies (1985 to 2016) of ocean temperature and salinity at a 0.25° resolution were obtained

from the Integrated Climate Data Center (ICDC – Hamburg University) and represents

the WOCE/Argo Global Hydrographic Climatology (WAGHC) (Gouretski, 2018). For

this comparison, HAMSOM results were upsampled at the same horizontal resolution as

the WAGHC dataset. This reference dataset was also used to compare our simulation

results along the vertical scale, creating a climatological, zonally-averaged, meridional pro-

file of the modelled domain. To evaluate the overall circulation, surface current data from

an array of surface drifters was obtained from the Global Drifter Program (GDP) at the

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s Atlantic Oceanographic and

Meteorological Laboratory (NOAA/AOML). For all properties, HAMSOM performance

was assessed through 2D and time series plots, spatial correlation between model and data

and the calculation of the root-mean-squared error (RMSE). All comparisons were made

based on monthly averages integrated over the same time period as the comparison dataset

and retain the seasonal signal. The intra-annual filter was not applied when validating the

model.

2.4.1 Temperature

Climatological sea surface temperature showed good agreement between HAMSOM and

the WAGHC climatology (Fig. 2.2) with a spatial RMSE of 1.33± 0.18 ◦C. Best agree-

ment was found during the austral summer and worst during austral winter, although still

below a RMSE of 1.65 ◦C and with a correlation coe�cient higher than 0.98 throughout

all months. Of note is the intrusion of cold water along the Brazilian coastline during

austral winter, which is in agreement with behaviour previously described for the region

(Campos et al., 1999a), and the appearance of a cold tongue along the Equator, induced by

strong stratification in the upper-ocean and the equatorial upwelling (Wan et al., 2011). For

the BMC inset (red frame in 2.1), spatial statistics between datasets were similar to the re-

sults found for the general South Atlantic, with a RMSE of 1.37± 0.18 ◦C and correlation

higher than 0.96 for all months.

In the vertical, the mixed layer is well represented and shallower at the equatorial

region, representing the e�ects of the equatorial upwelling (Fig. 2.3). Nevertheless, the

WAGHC data suggest a stronger stratification than what can be found in HAMSOM’s

results, with an overall negative bias indicating higher temperatures in HAMSOM in the

upper ocean. The exception is around the BMC/AgL latitude range, where a warm bias

indicates lower HAMSOM temperatures. Overall, the meridional temperature profile is
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Figure 2.2: Sea surface temperature comparison between the WOCE/Argo Global Hydro-

graphic Climatology (WAGHC - left) and HAMSOM (right) during austral summer (top)

and winter (bottom), averaged over 1985 to 2016.

well reproduced, with a 0.99 correlation and a RMSE of 0.8 ◦C between both datasets.

2.4.2 Salinity

Regarding surface salinity, spatial RMSE and the correlation coe�cients were 0.85± 0.15

and 0.77± 0.05, respectively, with similar performance during austral summer and winter

(Fig. 2.4). Nevertheless, HAMSOM showed a fresher ocean at the northern portion of the

South Atlantic Subtropical Gyre and a slightly fresher Southern Ocean. On the northern

portion, the influence of the Amazon Plume can be distinguished in both the model results

and the climatology, specially during winter, as well as the lower salinity tongue associated

with the Equatorial upwelling during summer. In regards to the BMC inset (red frame

in 2.1), spatial RMSE and the correlation coe�cients were 0.91± 0.18 and 0.76± 0.09,

respectively, showing a compatible performance in comparison to the general South At-

lantic.

The vertical meridional salinity profile showed an overall positive bias of up to 1 (Fig.

2.5), also reflecting the fresher HAMSOM results found along the surface. The position of
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Figure 2.3: Zonally-averaged meridional temperature profile of the modelled domain based

on the WOCE/Argo Global Hydrographic Climatology (WAGHC - top) and the HAM-

SOM model (center). At the bottom, the di�erences found between both datasets. All

units are in ◦C and the red dash along the vertical axis indicates where the scale is frag-

mented to highlight the upper ocean (0m to 500m). Both datasets are averaged over 1985

to 2016.

the maximum salinity core is well represented and reflects the center of the Subtropical

High. The lower salinity at the interface with the Southern Ocean can be seen in both

datasets. At higher depths, di�erences found were smaller than 0.5. Overall, the correla-

tion between both meridional profiles was 0.93, with a RMSE of 0.27.

2.4.3 Surface circulation

Surface circulation was evaluated based on the mean and turbulent kinetic energies per

unit mass calculated based on the simulated surface velocity fields and observed tracers

drift (Fig. 2.6), following the procedure described by Oliveira et al. (2009). The study area

was initially divided into 0.5° cells where the average drifter velocity was calculated from

the array of available tracks and then interpolated onto the same HAMSOM grid with a

horizontal resolution of 0.5°, averaged over 2000 to 2016. In this case, the standard devi-

ation of the velocity fields reflects the variability of the surface circulation and is used to

calculate the turbulent kinetic energy. The spatial correlation score shows a fair agreement

in terms of the mean kinetic energy (r = 0.58) and a poor agreement for the turbulent part

(r = 0.2), although at the BMC inset (red frame in 2.1) this turbulent correlation is slightly
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Figure 2.4: Sea surface salinity comparison between theWOCE/ArgoGlobalHydrographic

Climatology (WAGHC - left) and HAMSOM (right) during austral summer (top) and

winter (bottom), averaged over 1985 to 2016.

higher then for the general South Atlantic (0.31).

Even though our simulations are eddy-resolving at a horizontal resolution of 1/12°,

the proximity to the eastern boundary does not allow the proper turbulence to develop

around the AgL region, meaning the behavior is mainly determined by the inflow bound-

ary conditions. We did not include additional dampening in this region, e.g. the reduction

of inflow gradients, to avoid introducing spurious interactions since this is not a target

process for our simulation. At the BMC area, the lower branch of the Zapiola anticyclone

is not properly resolved in HAMSOM, translating into a stronger South Atlantic current

and lower overall turbulence in the BMC inset (Fig. 2.1). This could be due to insu�cient

bottom friction associated with a coarse vertical discretization of the deep ocean, since

de Miranda et al. (1999) and Combes and Matano (2014a) found that the proper repro-

duction of this feature is sensitive to the bottom friction parametrization. Nevertheless,

it does not impact the calculation of the position of the BMC, since this depends mainly

on the horizontal temperature gradient between the BC and MC. Still, the main features

discerned between HAMSOM and the drifters are comparable, specially the position of

the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, the western boundary currents, the South Atlantic cur-
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Figure 2.5: Zonally-averaged meridional salinity profile of the modelled domain based on

the WOCE/Argo Global Hydrographic Climatology (WAGHC - top) and the HAMSOM

model (center). At the bottom, the di�erences found between both datasets. The red dash

along the vertical axis indicates where the scale is fragmented to highlight the upper ocean

(0m to 500m). Both datasets are averaged over 1985 to 2016.

rent and the Equatorial Current. Also, the mean kinetic energy values found herein are in

agreement with the findings of Kjellsson and Zanna (2017) when utilizing a high-resolution

ocean model.

2.4.4 Boundary current transport and the Brazil-Malvinas confluence

For the confluence region, we utilized the validation period between 1993 and 2008. This

allows our derived trends and time series to better reflect the same time scale used on the

related referenced work. The volume transport of the Malvinas Current shows a similar

seasonal cycle as found by Spadone and Provost (2009), with a maxima occurring at the

end of the austral autumn (Fig. 2.7). They estimated the mean Malvinas transport to be

of 34.3± 7.4 Sv, similar to the 35.8± 8.2 Sv obtained with HAMSOM at a transect at

45° S (see Fig. 2.1 for transect locations). Our estimate of the mean Brazil Current trans-

port at 29° S of 17.5± 4.6 Sv is within one standard deviation of the estimated transport

of 9.7± 6.3 Sv of Gabioux et al. (2013) and references therein. They also found stronger

transport anomalies of the BC during austral spring when no data assimilation is employed

in the modelling scheme, which is compatible with our results. The seasonal variability on

the BMC latitudinal position is well reproduced. The maximum southward incursion hap-
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Figure 2.6: Surface mean kinetic energy (upper panels) and turbulent kinetic energy (bot-

tom panels), in m2 s−2, calculated based on the binned surface drifter tracks from the

Global Drifter Program (GDP - left) andHAMSOM’s (right) u- and v-velocity components

for the period between 2000 to 2016. The red ellipses in the bottom images highlights the

location of the Zapiola anticyclone.

pens during austral summer and the maximum northward incursion during austral win-

ter, while showing the same tendency to linger towards its northern extreme as found by

Matano et al. (1993). Lastly, with regards to the confluence southward shift, we found a

trend of −0.82± 0.06° per decade over our historical time period. This value is in line

with what has been previously reported for the BMC (Goni et al., 2011; Lumpkin and Gar-

zoli, 2011; Combes and Matano, 2014b).
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Figure 2.7: Monthly averages ob-

tained from HAMSOM of the

Brazil-Malvinas confluence lati-

tudinal position (top), and of

the Malvinas (middle) and Brazil

(bottom) current transports in

Sverdrups ± one standard devia-

tion. On the top panel, the dashed

line indicates the overall average

position of the confluence during

the validation time window (1993

to 2008).

2.5 Results and discussion

2.5.1 The Brazil-Malvinas confluence southward drift

During the historical period, both the control and hist/RCP8.5 simulations show the same

southward drift of the confluence towards an equilibrium at around 37° S (Fig. 2.8). This

was expected in both cases, since we corrected the mean state of the ocean and atmosphere

towards the observational data using a bias correction. Following the end of the historical

into the prognostic period, however, we see di�erences between both simulations. While

the control shows no statistically significant long-term trend for the last 90 years (2010 –

2100), the hist/RCP8.5 scenario shows a persistent southward shift (−0.44° per decade)

on the mean confluence position (Figs. 2.7 and 2.10). The same behaviour is apparent in

the strength of the MC, only presenting a persistent weakening trend in the hist/RCP8.5

simulation (−1.08 Sv per decade) and leading to a significant decrease of almost 25% of

its mean volume transport at the end of the 21st century (mean transport between 1981 –

2010: 38.6 Sv; between 2071 – 2100: 30 Sv). By contrast, no significant trends were found

in the BC, staying at its estimated mean volume transport of 18.3± 1.3 Sv.

Our domain does not allow us to resolve the volume transport of the ACC directly. For

this reason, we calculate the ACC transport at the Drake passage (same location as Combes

and Matano, 2014b) directly from the MPI-ESM results (Fig. 2.8). During the prognostic

period, both the hist/RCP8.5 and the control simulations show similar decreasing trends

for the ACC of −0.25 and −0.34 Sv per decade, respectively. This would point towards

an e�ective trend of +0.09 Sv per decade in the hist/RCP8.5 simulation, if we consider

the control trend as a measure of model drift, indicating little overall change to the ACC

strength over the 21st century in MPI-ESM. Nevertheless, only during the hist/RCP8.5
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Figure 2.8: Time series of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence latitude (BMC) and the volume

transports of the Malvinas and Brazil currents (at the transects defined on Fig. 2.1, based

on HAMSOM) and the Antarctic Circumpolar current across the Drake Passage (based

on MPI-ESM). The BMC is calculated based on the maximum temperature gradient over

the 1000m isobath, following the methodology from Goni et al. (2011), while the ACC

is calculated based on the results from the MPI-ESM. The red line separates between the

historical (1975 to 2009) and prognostic (2010 to 2100) periods, and the dashed lines

are the calculated trends within those time intervals. The blue shade on the hist/RCP8.5

scenario represents HAMSOM’s internal variability based on the five ensemble members.
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simulation does the confluence migrates further south within the regional model, while

being stable during the control. These results reinforce the findings from Combes and

Matano (2014b) that the strength of theMC is the main driving mechanism controlling the

confluence meridional position. More than that, it underlines its inconsistency in relation

to the overall volume transport of the ACC and its long-term response to climate change.

2.5.2 Response of the Malvinas Current to the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current variability

The connection between the MC’s volume reduction and the long-term behaviour of the

ACC paints an unclear picture. Even more so when we consider the estimated increase

on the Southern Ocean atmospheric circulation. This increase is verified by the increasing

SAM index (Marshall, 2003) and its projected increase into the future (Zheng et al., 2013),

and is also valid for the RCP8.5 results from the MPI-ESM (not shown). Lumpkin and

Garzoli (2011) had previously found a strong relation between the confluence’s position

and the southward shift of the maximum wind stress curl, which is related to the position

of the westerly wind belt. We calculated the di�erence between our historical and the end

of the prognostic period on sea level pressure and wind velocities over the Southern Ocean

based on the MPI-ESM. For the control simulation, no strong changes are found (Fig. 2.9,

top panels). For the hist/RCP8.5 simulation, on the other hand, we can see a decrease on

sea level pressure along the coastline of Antarctica and a general increase on zonal wind

speeds (Fig. 2.9, lower panels). This is consistent with the southward migration of the

westerlies belt associated with positive SAM phases (Marshall, 2003) and reinforces the

relation found by Lumpkin and Garzoli (2011) between the confluence and the latitude of

the maximum wind stress curl.

Concerning the ACC, Wang et al. (2011) showed that increasing westerlies over the

Southern Ocean can lead to a reduction of the ACC’s northern flank on some CMIP3

models, which was compensated by an increase in transport along the Antarctic shelf. To

see how this increase in wind circulation (seen on Fig. 2.9) could a�ect the ACC, we first

calculated the zonal transport anomaly and found a local maximum at the South Atlantic

sector of the Southern Ocean, centred around 47° W (not shown). A Hovmoller diagram

of the depth-integrated transport across this longitude shows a mode shift in the ACC

main pathway, at around 60° S (Fig. 2.10). In the hist/RCP8.5, the transport at this latitude

continually increases along the 21st century, predominantly after 2050, in congruence with

the steady decrease of the MC. This connection to the MC is clearer when we consider the

control simulation, however. Pulses of stronger transport at 60° S mirror moments when

the MC transport decreases, and the MC intensifies as the ACC flow reduces at 60° S

and increases at 57° S. With this relationship in mind, the suggested mechanism is as
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Figure 2.9: Di�erences on

sea level pressure (SLP – left)

and zonal wind velocities (U -

right) for the control (top) and

hist/RCP8.5 (bottom) simula-

tions based on results from the

MPI-ESM. The di�erences reflect

the change between the end of the

21st century (2071 to 2100) and

the historical period climatology

(1981 to 2010).

follows: as the main ACC pathway shifts to a position closer to Antarctica’s shelf, the

weaker northern branch of the ACC leads to a reduced MC transport. Then, since the MC

is supposed to be the controlling forcing of the BMC meridional position, the confluence

migrates southward.

Apart from the results concerning the connections between the ACC and the MC and

its e�ect on the BMC, the e�ects of a higher resolution on simulating the MC are also

evident (Fig. 2.11). Although both time series show a similar decadal variability (Fig. 2.11,

black lines), the MPI-ESM shows higher variability in the interannual scale. Of note is the

MPI-ESM MC’s increase between 2035 to 2055. While this is in line with the decrease on

the ACC transport across 47° W and related to the feedback mechanisms between the MC

and the ACC, the lack of a correspondent increase in HAMSOM’s MC points towards

the importance of mesoscale features in limiting some of these interannual oscillations.

Further studies on the importance of mesoscale activity on the MC could shed better light

on this relation. For example, Yang and He (2014) showed how upward eddy fluxes in the

BMC region can play an important role in transforming the Antarctic IntermediateWater.
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Figure 2.10: Hovmoller diagram of the depth-integrated transport of the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current across 47° W for the control (top) and hist/RCP8.5 (bottom) simula-

tions based on results from the MPI-ESM. The black line represents the decadal variability

of the Malvinas Current, after the application of a 10-years moving average on the time

series from Fig. 2.8. The red line separates between the historical (1975 to 2009) and

prognostic (2010 to 2100) periods. All transports are in Sverdrups.

Figure 2.11: Comparison between the total ACC transport across 47° W and the Malv-

inas current transport across 45° S (see figure 2.1), calculated based on HAMSOM’s (top)

and the MPI-ESM (bottom) hist/RCP8.5 simulations. All transports are in Sverdrups (Sv).

Bold lines represent the decadal variability on volume transports, and the blue shade on

HAMSOM’s scenario represents HAMSOM’s internal variability based on the five ensem-

bles.
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2.5.3 Natural variability of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence

Weaverage the BMCposition over di�erent decades of the hist/RCP8.5 simulation. Within

each of these decades (1980s, 2000s, 2030s, 2060s, 2090s), we calculate the BMC’s seasonal-

ity (Fig. 2.12). As the confluence moves further south, we see a reduction of the amplitude

of its intra-annual variability and there is a slight shift in the period of maximum north-

ward intrusion, which is reached in June instead of July/August (Matano et al., 1993). This

reduction in variability is also apparent on the interannual scale (Fig. 2.13) and seems to

be related to a similar reduction on the MC’s own variability (Fig. 2.8).

After removing the long-term e�ects of the climate trend using a least-square fit, we

analyze the underlying variability at the BMC based on the filtered time series. An EOF

analysis of the detrended SSTfields in this region (Fig. 2.1, red box) for both the control and

the ensemble mean of the hist/RCP8.5 simulations show this relation further (Fig. 2.13). In

the control simulation, the first and second EOFs explain 25% and 15.3% of the total vari-

ance and its expansion coe�cients (ECs), which represent the EOF’s temporal variability,

have a 0.65 and 0.57 correlation (p<0.05, Tab. 2.1) to the BMC. If we sum both ECs, its

correlation to the BMC position increases to 0.87 and would account for approximately

40% of the total variance. Both EOFs also show general temperature changes across the

chosen confluence region subset. This is evidenced by the negative and positive anomalies

outside the confluence’s core in the first and second EOFs, respectively. In the hist/RCP8.5

ensemblemembers, however, only the second EOF has a reasonable correlation to the BMC

position (0.53 ≤ r ≤ 0.74, p<0.05), explaining 18.2% of the ensemble mean’s total vari-

ance. The first EOF explains 25.2% of the variance and seems to be regionally focused on

the variability of the MC across most of the ensemble members, with correlations of up to

0.42. The second EOF, on the other hand, has a stronger negative correlation with the BC

variability. Summing up both ECs, in this case, does not change the correlation to the BMC

when compared to the second EOF alone. The same separation between the MC and BC’s

influence cannot be made for the control simulation, since in both cases its correlation to

the BC is small (Tab. 2.1). This shows that variations over the MC portion of the BMC

dominates the variability in this region under our strong climate scenario.

It is important to note, however, that these correlations to the forcing mechanisms are

rather moderate, never exceeding 0.5. In part, this could be due to secondary variability

mechanisms a�ecting the SST that are not reflected on the MC and BC current transport,

since these properties do not depend on surface temperature to be derived. Or could also

be due to these EOF patterns being a reflection of a combination of driving mechanisms,

of which the MC and BC would be a part of. Since there is no easy way to make this dis-

tinction between di�erent forcing mechanisms, we employed a gradient-boosting decision

tree (GBDT) algorithm to disentangle the relative contribution of each input feature in
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Figure 2.12: Decadal averages

of sea surface temperature for

the BMC region (red box in

Fig. 2.1) on the 1980s, 2000s,

2030s, 2060s and 2090s, based

on the hist/RCP8.5 simulation re-

sults from HAMSOM. The red

dot represents the calculated con-

fluence position within the desig-

nated decade based on the max-

imum temperature gradient over

the 1000m isobath. On the bot-

tom right, the normalized con-

fluence’s seasonality within each

decade.

determining the natural variability of the BMC (see methods’ section d. for a description

of inputs). The use of a GBDT is similar to how clustering is employed to detect similarity

between samples based on a set of characteristics. But instead of having multiple samples,

we have a single target property to be predicted, i.e. the BMC position. In this context,

those characteristics represent the local and remote forcings we assume to impact the con-

fluence’s dynamics. After training the algorithm based on a randomly-sampled subset of

our data (70%, n = 1064 points), the algorithm was validated against the remaining 30% for

each simulation independently. The resulting GBDT prediction had a 0.84± 0.01 corre-

lation to HAMSOM’s modelled BMC with a RMSE of 0.40± 0.02° for the hist/RCP8.5

ensemble members, and a correlation of 0.78 with a RMSE of 0.62° for the control run.

Based on the trained algorithm, we calculate each feature’s importance using a permu-

tation technique and gathered the three most important features from each simulation.

Since those three features were not the same across all simulations, a total of 10 from the

36 individual features are presented. The remaining features had, in general, less than 5%

importance on any given simulation. These 10 features were then sorted based on their
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Figure 2.13: Normalized meridional latitude of the BMC (detrended) and the first and sec-

ond expansion coe�cients associated with the respective EOFs of the sea surface tempera-

ture, extracted based on HAMSOM’s results. The region where the EOFs where extracted

is indicated in Fig. 2.1 (red box).

mean overall importance for the hist/RCP8.5 ensemble members (Fig. 2.14).

In agreement with the EOF analysis, the variability of the MC dominates the GBDT

prediction in three out of five of the hist/RCP8.5 scenarios, with the non-linear interaction

between the BC and MC dominating the first ensemble member (hist/RCP8.5_1) and as

the second most important feature in most simulations. In essence, these reflect the main

modes of variability extracted with the EOFs for the ensemble mean of the scenarios un-

der the climate forcing (Fig. 2.13, right panels), but can be directly related to the BMC

variability as opposed to the SST. The e�ect of the wind stress curl over the BMC region
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Table 2.1: Pearson correlation between the first and second expansion coe�cients (EC)

and the detrended time series of themeridional confluence position (BMC) and the volume

transports of theMalvinas (MC) and Brazil (BC) currents. All correlations were significant

with p<0.05.

Correlation with EC1 Correlation with EC2

BMC MC BC BMC MC BC

Control 0.65 0.34 -0.03 0.57 -0.19 -0.13

Hist/RCP8.5_1 0.48 0.42 0.09 0.53 0.13 -0.36

Hist/RCP8.5_2 0.41 0.40 0.06 0.65 0.21 -0.41

Hist/RCP8.5_3 0.13 0.30 0.22 0.74 0.33 -0.41

Hist/RCP8.5_4 0.31 0.35 0.18 0.73 0.26 -0.34

Hist/RCP8.5_5 0.36 0.37 0.18 0.67 0.18 -0.39

Figure 2.14: Feature importance based on the three dominant features from each simulation

(control and five ensemble members of the hist/RCP8.5).

and the linear variability of the BC are the next dominating features. Their interaction

with the BMC has been described by previous authors (Wainer et al., 2000; Goni et al.,

2011; Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2011), both on seasonal and interannual time scales, although

our results here are only related to the interannual component. It is also important to

stress that the wind stress curl was the dominant feature for the third ensemble member

(hist/RCP8.5_3), which showed the smaller correlation between the EC1 and the MC vari-

ability (Tab. 2.1). This could be an indication that, under some circumstances, local wind

e�ects over the confluence region can exert a significant control over the BMC variability.

Nevertheless, the MC was still the second dominant feature for this ensemble member. In

contrast, the e�ects of these features (MC, BC and wind stress curl) in the control simu-

lation are virtually the same when their standard deviation is considered, without a clear
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dominant forcing. Furthermore, applying the trained algorithm to the historical period

of the hist/RCP8.5 simulations only (not shown) reveals a similarly balanced dominance

across these features, which could explain why di�erent authors found evidences pointing

to all of the three mechanisms (Goni et al., 2011; Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2011; Combes and

Matano, 2014b). In combination, these results reinforce ours and Combes and Matano

(2014b) findings regarding the influence of the MC on controlling the natural variabil-

ity at the confluence region and strengthens our argument of climate change being the

dominant factor a�ecting the MC, growing in importance as atmospheric greenhouse gas

concentrations increase.

Among the remote e�ects, ENSO and the Agulhas leakage (AgL) dominated. Specially

concerning the control, interactions with ENSO had about the same importance as the

local e�ects (MC, BC and wind stress curl). This behavior is in line with the extracted

EOFs and could explain the negative/positive dichotomy between the control’s first and

second modes of variability, as the impact of a large-scale atmospheric mode such as ENSO

would a�ect the whole confluence region. This points to a reduction of the impact of such

large-scale forcing under a strong climate scenario, when the local e�ects become more

prominent. As far as themechanism, Rodrigues et al. (2015) showed howElNiño events can

trigger positive phases of the South Atlantic subtropical dipole mode (SASD). During this

phase, positive SST anomalies develop in the Southwestern Atlantic and are accompanied

by a southward shift of the SASH and a weakening of the westerlies (Morioka et al., 2011).

The strengthening of the SST gradient in this region has also been found to dominate

the quasi-decadal variability (7 to 10 years) of the subpolar and subtropical oceanic frontal

zones (Kazmin, 2017) in the South Atlantic. This periodicity, along with a bi-annual signal,

was found to be important at the BMC by Combes and Matano (2014b), using a wavelet

analysis. Applying the same wavelet procedure to our BMC time series yields similar 2- and

7-years high-energy periodicities (not shown). This demonstrates how the ENSO connects

to the dynamics of the confluence, especially considering that the non-linear interaction

between ENSO and the SAMwas the dominant ENSO related feature. Regarding the AgL,

the dominant related feature in the GBDT analysis is its non-linear interaction with the

meridional wind stress (τY). In this case, however, it is likely that the captured relation

in this interaction is not a direct response mechanism between the BMC and the AgL,

as Biastoch et al. (2009) showed how the poleward shift of the westerlies would lead to

an increase of the Agulhas leakage. Instead, both properties would be responding to the

variability of the atmospheric circulation over the SouthernOcean. Nevertheless, the lower

importance given by the GBDT to the SAM and SASH index does not necessarily mean a

weaker connection of these atmospheric modes to the BMC. It can be that these features

are somewhat redundant in relation to others (e.g., the SASH and the BC) and/or a�ect

the confluence indirectly (e.g., the SAM and the MC). In these circumstances, the GBDT
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algorithm can help identify which parameters warrants a closer look and help to identify

important interactions.

2.6 Conclusions

We investigated how a mode shift in the main pathway of the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-

rent under a warming climatemight be the underlying cause for the confluence’s southward

shift over the last decades, and how this would persist throughout the 21st century under a

continued scenario of increasing greenhouse gas emissions. Our simulations indicate that

as the ACC’s main flow shifts closer to the Antarctic shelf, the reduction on its north-

ern branch leads to a reduction of the Malvinas current transport. As the MC weakens,

the mean meridional position of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence drifts further southward,

reaching 42.2± 0.7° S at the end of the century. This behavior is consistent even in the

face of a strengthening atmospheric circulation over the Southern Ocean. The weakening

of the MC also impacts the seasonal and interannual variability of the BMC front, reduc-

ing its amplitude. This impact on the MC volume transport is significant as the main SST

variability mode when extracting the EOFs at the confluence region, accounting for 25% of

the total SST variance. This same variability mode cannot be seen on a simulation without

any anthropogenic climate forcing, in which the BMC’s dynamics dominates both the first

and second EOFs, and the orthogonal source of variability seems to be related to ENSO.

We also showed how a machine learning algorithm can provide insight when dealing

with non-linear physical processes. The model was able to accurately estimate the position

of the confluence based on a limited set of local (BC and MC volume transports and de-

composed wind stress curl) and remote (Agulhas leakage, ENSO, SAM and SASH) forcing

parameters and its interactions. The fact that features that have been discussed by other

studies to exert a strong e�ect on the BMC’s dynamics dominates the feature importance of

the GBDT grants reliability to its usage, and some of the captured non-linear interactions,

as exemplified by the ENSO-SAM relation, have strong support in published literature

(Morioka et al., 2011). This method was also able to capture nuances in the forcing mech-

anisms among ensemble members, indicating its e�ectiveness in distinguishing between

the BMC’s sources of variability.

Our model experiments indicate that under increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas

concentrations the dominant driving mechanism of the BMC variability will become the

MC and its non-linear interaction with the BC, followed by the e�ects of the local wind

stress curl and the variability of the BC itself. Large scale e�ects, such as ENSO, can be

considered a secondary variability source, whose influence is reducing under anthropogenic

climate change.
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3.1 Abstract

Anthropogenic climate change is expected to strengthen upwelling eventsworldwide, driven

by an increase of upwelling-favorable winds. However, Earth System Models (ESM) tend

to underestimate regional processes due to their coarse grid resolution, which can lead

to local biases. We use a high-resolution ocean model (1/12°) forced by results from the

Max-Planck-Institute-ESM to analyze the impact of the RCP8.5 emission scenario on the

upwelling of South Atlantic Central Water (SACW) in the South Brazil Bight (SBB). We

find a stronger Ekman forcing and a higher spread of SACW over the shelf, but this does

not translate into higher vertical velocities at the bottom of the mixed-layer in the end

of the century. The increased winds’ e�ect is essentially balanced by an increase in water

column stability due to the surface warming. This is particularly important during aus-

tral summer, when this process tends to weaken the upwelling. Vertical velocities decrease

significantly along the shelf break. Here, the upwelling regime is governed by the Brazil

Current (BC) and slight changes in transport induce large responses in upwelling strength.

The consequences are increased sea surface temperatures over most of the shelf, although

mitigated by the SACW upwelling and kept below global projections. However, temper-

atures decrease along Cabo Frio. In this region, shelf break upwelling dominates and is

enhanced by a local increase in the BC transport. This highlights the importance of re-

gional processes and, more specifically, of changes in the BC transport for the upwelling in

the SBB.

3.2 Introduction

The South Brazil Bight (SBB) is located between Cabo Frio and the Santa Marta Cape

(23° to 28.5° S, Fig. 3.1) (Castro and Miranda, 1998). Its most striking characteristic is

an abrupt change in coastline orientation, from NE-SW to E-W in the Cabo Frio region.

This is accompanied by a progressively larger continental shelf, extending over 200 km at

its central portion before reducing back to approximately 70 km at the Santa Marta Cape

(Piola et al., 2018). Campos et al. (1995) conducted one of the first studies regarding the

thermodynamic state and circulation in the SBB, based on an array of CTD measurements

and geostrophic calculations. Based on their analysis, the SBB water mass is mainly com-

posed of Tropical Water (TW: >20 ◦C and salinity >36.4), South Atlantic Central Water

(SACW:<20 ◦C and salinity<36.4) and Coastal Water (CW). The latter is a result of the

dilution of ocean water by the local freshwater discharge from several estuarine systems

in this region. It is also a�ected by the intrusion of colder and fresher water associated

with the Plata River (Campos et al., 1996), with its plume having been identified up to

24° S (Piola et al., 2005) within the SBB. This intrusion happens mostly during winter and

is driven by southwesterly wind anomalies associated with cold fronts (Piola et al., 2005;
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Pimenta et al., 2005), and to a lesser extent to very high discharge periods during El Niño

events (Campos et al., 1999b).

At the shelf-ocean interface, the SBB dynamics is dominated by the Brazil Current

(BC) (Campos et al., 1995, 2000; Silveira et al., 2000). The predominantly southwestward

flow associated with the BC is composed of TW in the upper 200m of the water column,

followed by SACWuntil 750m andAntarctic IntermediateWater (AAIW) down to 900m

(Campos et al., 1995). Of note is that the sudden change in coastline orientation creates

intense meso-scale activity along the main BC flow, with a general conversion of eddy- to

mean-kinetic energy (Oliveira et al., 2009). This meso-scale activity has been suggested to

induce shelf break upwelling in the region, through the development of cyclonic meanders

that propagates southward from Cabo Frio (Campos et al., 2000; Castelao et al., 2004;

Castro et al., 2006). These meanders would be formed due to barotropic shear instabilities

associated with topographic Rossby waves (Silveira et al., 2000) developed along the BC.

Palma and Matano (2009), however, suggested that this shelf break upwelling is rather a

consequence of coastal geometry. They argued that changes in bottom topography would

modify the meridional pressure gradient along the BC pathway and induce inshore flow in

the bottom boundary layer. This process would be independent of the meso-scale activity

and account for the di�erences in the e�ectiveness of the SACWupwelling in the northern

and southern portions of the SBB.

Aside from the upwelling of SACW related to the BC dynamics, the SBB is charac-

terized by the presence of a second upwelling regime that a�ects the region year-round

(Campos et al., 2000; Palma and Matano, 2009). This second regime is controlled by the

wind-driven Ekman transport. In this region, wind-driven upwelling is favorable through-

out the year due to persistent northeasterly winds associated with the South Atlantic Sub-

tropical High (Castro andMiranda, 1998; Lima et al., 1996; Castelao et al., 2004). This pro-

cess is most e�ective during austral summer, when Cerda and Castro (2014) found SACW

volumes on the shelf twice as large as for the TW and Campos et al. (2000) found the

SACW signal as close as 50 km to the coastline, retreating closer to the shelf break (depths

>100m) during winter. These seasonal di�erences are mainly a consequence of the pas-

sage of cold atmospheric fronts during winter, bringing strong southerly winds to the re-

gion (Castro and Miranda, 1998). Möller et al. (2008) also demonstrated how this seasonal

wind variability controlled the water mass distribution along the Southern Brazilian shelf,

south of the SBB, being responsible for the SACW upwelling at the Santa Marta Cape.

The SBB also has large economic importance for Brazil. It is the location of some of

the largest crude oil deposits (Santos Bay) available for exploration, and very productive

fisheries grounds that fuel local and international markets (Castro et al., 2006). On an eco-

logical sense, Brandini et al. (2014) demonstrated how the SACW intrusion improved light
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conditions for phytoplankton growth and provided missing nutrients (especially nitrate),

fueling primary production at the base of the euphotic zone. They also proposed that the

periodical intrusion and regression of SACW due to the wind-driven Ekman transport

was used throughout the diatoms life cycle to maintain a presence within this nutrient-

rich environment, contributing to the formation of a deep chlorophyll maximum at the

SACW/(TW, CW) interface. However, anthropogenic climate change has been shown to

impact the ecological state of a�ected regions due to the ecosystem’s response to abiotic

changes (e.g. temperature and sea level rise) and to emergent ecological responses (e.g.

zonation patterns and biogeographical ranges) (Harley et al., 2006). Recently, Brandini

et al. (2018) stressed how understanding climate change’s impacts on the SBB is crucial for

better management of its coastal tourism and aquaculture.

Notwithstanding, no long-term studies are available in this region about the impacts of

a changing climate under increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations.

Analysis of current observational data as well as future projections based on global Earth

system models predict an overall expansion of the Hadley circulation (Davis and Rosenlof,

2012; Hu et al., 2018) and a southward migration of the sub-polar jets (Barnes and Polvani,

2013), with an accompanying southward migration of the Southern Hemisphere atmo-

spheric circulation (Kushner et al., 2000; Rykaczewski et al., 2015). Under these conditions,

a larger portion of the SBB could be under the influence of the stronger NE winds that fa-

vors upwelling conditions year-round. These could lead to an increase in the upwelling’s

strength and/or persistence. Similar e�ects have been found across di�erent locations, both

on the global (Sydeman et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) and regional (Snyder et al., 2003;

Miranda et al., 2013; Praveen et al., 2016; Sousa et al., 2017) scales. More recently, Varela

et al. (2018) identified cooling trends north of the SBBwhen compared to the adjacent open

ocean, based on a global analysis of AVHRR data from 1982 to 2015. They linked this SST

decrease to a reinforcement of upwelling favorable winds but did not investigate further

potential changes in the course of future scenarios. Nevertheless, despite the usefulness of

global climate models in providing a general picture of the expected impacts of increased

GHG concentrations, their ability to properly represent regional processes is limited due

to their coarse resolution (Wang et al., 2010; Snyder et al., 2003). This can lead to biased

responses on the regional scale due to the underrepresented local processes (Praveen et al.,

2016).

In the present study, we conduct an investigation of potential climate impacts on the

two upwelling regimes in the SBB that takes into account meso-scale processes in the ocean

circulation. This is carried out by downscaling results from a global Earth system model

(MPI-ESM-MR, Giorgetta et al., 2013) using a regional ocean model (HAMSOM) of higher

grid resolution, under a strong warming scenario (RCP8.5 - IPCC, 2014). This approach

allows for an estimation of the upper-bound e�ects associated with anthropogenic climate
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change and the influence of this external forcing to the SBB, as well as to the mechanisms

governing both upwelling regimes.

3.3 Methods

In this study, we utilize the outputs of a large-scale Earth system model (MPI-ESM-MR,

Max-Planck Earth System Model - Mixed Resolution (Giorgetta et al., 2013)) in the con-

text of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) to provide bound-

ary conditions (atmosphere and ocean) for a high-resolution domain (1/12°) spanning the

whole South Atlantic (10° N and 54° S and 69° W and 19° E, approximately). The high-

resolution simulations have been performed using the HAMSOMmodel (HAMburg Shelf

OceanModel - Backhaus, 1985; Pohlmann, 1996, 2006) and focus on properly resolving the

upper ocean flow with a crude resolution of the deep ocean circulation. All forcing data

has been bias-corrected using a combination of AVISO satellite information, 3D tempera-

ture and salinity profiles from SODA (Carton and Giese, 2008) and atmospheric data from

the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996). For a detailed description of the

model configuration and setup and the model evaluation see de Souza et al. (2019).

Our total simulation period ranges from 1950 to 2100 with the interval between 1950

and 1974 reserved to spin-up the model, necessary due to the bias-correction and the in-

creased horizontal resolution compared to the global model. The remaining 125 years are

then separated into a historic (35 years, from1975 to 2009) and prognostic periods (90

years, from 2010 to 2100). In order to characterize the impacts of climate change as an

upper-bound e�ect in the SBB, we utilize MPI-ESM model results reflecting the represen-

tative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5, defined from 2005 onward) combined with the

historical run (Hist, defined until 2004), and contrasting against pre-industrial GHG levels

(Control) (IPCC, 2014). For the combined Hist/RCP8.5 simulations, five ensemble mem-

bers have been produced. These ensemble members reflect random modifications (within

1% of their base values) to the initial temperature and salinity fields of our high-resolution

simulations and account for the regional model’s internal variability.

HAMSOM’s results are saved as daily averages throughout the whole simulation and

consist of data on sea surface heights, temperature, salinity and zonal and meridional cur-

rent velocities. Seasonal patterns are analyzed by comparing austral summer (December,

January and February - DJF) and winter (June, July and August - JJA) climatologies, de-

rived from monthly-averaged data. Because we are also interested in the long-term e�ects

associated with anthropogenic climate change, all seasonal variability is then removed by

applying a 12-months running mean, yielding the inter-annual signal.

Our analysis focuses on the SBB region (Fig. 3.1), limited o�shore by the continen-
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Figure 3.1: Location of the

South Brazil Bight, showing its

bathymetry. The white dashed

line marks the shelf break (200m

isobath).

tal shelf break (depths <200m). Long-term climate e�ects are estimated by comparing

time slices representing the end of century (EofC: 2071 to 2100) and the historical (Hist:

1980 to 2009) climatologies. These projected change signals are then compared with the

variance of the Control simulation to assess statistical significance. To derive a robust and

representative variance of the Control scenario, we calculate all possible 30-year clima-

tologies, starting from 1980 until 2071. The standard-deviation from these climatologies

is then multiplied by
√
2 to double the variance and increase confidence in the calculated

changes, and by 1.96 to ascribe a significance level of 95%. When the projected change

signal is stronger than this boosted Control variance, we can consider the found di�er-

ences statistically significant, while accounting for the possibility of model drift within

the simulations. This process follows the methodology described by Mathis et al. (2018).

Traditionally, the intrusion of SACW in the SBB is estimated based on vertical tem-

perature profiles and isotherm depth (17 ◦C to 20 ◦C, Campos et al. (1995); Castelao et al.

(2004); Brandini et al. (2014); Castro (2014); Cerda and Castro (2014)), with modeling

studies complementing these with bottom velocities (Palma and Matano, 2009) or vertical

velocities at specified depths (Campos et al., 2000). Unfortunately, changes in temperature

and salinity due to increased GHG emissions are expected to have a measurable e�ect in

the upper 700m of the Earth’s ocean (IPCC, 2013), which would make separating changes

in the isotherm position from the increased warming complicated in the depth range of

the continental shelf (∼200m). To evaluate this possibility in the SBB, we extracted all

temperature and salinity data along the shelf break (white dashed line in Fig. 3.1) for the

Control and Hist/RCP8.5 scenarios and plotted them in a T-S diagram for the historical

and end of century climatologies (Fig. 3.2). Based on this diagram, we can see that no

significant modifications on the water masses distribution is found during the Control

simulation and the centroid of each climatology overlaps (white X in Fig. 3.2). At the same

time, there is a clear shift in both properties for the Hist/RCP8.5 scenario, a�ecting the

whole water column. Based on these results, estimating the SACW’s change signal over
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the SBB based on water mass characteristics would lead to uncertainties due to the general

temperature and salinity increases expected under a warming climate.

As an alternative, changes to the SACW upwelling are estimated based on the vertical

velocity at the bottom of the mixed-layer (WMLD). The bottom-parallel flow associated

with the upwelling at the shelf break is proportional to the vertical velocity over the shelf,

while the upwelling associated with the meso-scale regime directly over the shelf break

would have a clear vertical influence that should also be captured at the mixed-layer. This

way, we can represent both upwelling regimes described in the literature for the SBB us-

ing a single reference property. The mixed-layer depth (MLD) was calculated based on the

temperature di�erence criteria, using a threshold of −0.5 ◦C when compared to the sea

surface temperature (SST), as first proposed by Levitus (1983). This ensures that the calcu-

lated WMLD is physically consistent throughout the simulation period, always representing

changes in the vertical transport at the top of the thermocline. In case the calculated MLD

is deeper than the total depth at the cell (possible close to the shoreline), all interpolated

values at those cells are set as undefined for that time step and not considered in further

calculations.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Ensemble evaluation

To verify the quality of our ensemble simulations and evaluate the impact of the system’s

internal variability on the model results, we calculate the domain-averaged (area of Fig. 3.1)

SST, MLD and the upwelling velocities at the bottom of the mixed-layer (WUpw) for all five

ensemble members as well as for the median of all ensembles. In this case, the median was

chosen in order to ensure that the generated dataset is comprised of information found in

at least one of the ensemble members.

For all evaluated variables, the median preserved the dominating frequency range of

the time series (Fig. 3.3). Among these properties, the highest ensemble spread is found

for WUpw. This is attributed to slight di�erences in the spatial upwelling spread over the

seasonal scale within ensemble members. Nevertheless, there is a 0.92± 0.01 correlation

between each individual simulation and the median. Based on these results, uncertainties

associated with the internal variability within our simulations can be disregarded, and the

calculated median based on the ensemble members can be used as a representative case for

the Hist/RCP8.5 scenario. This reflects the strong influence of the external forcing global

model on the ensemble spread, which has also been shown for coupled ocean-atmosphere

downscalings for the Northwest European shelf (Mathis et al., 2018).
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Figure 3.2: T-S diagram of samples extracted along the SBB’s shelf break for the Control and

Hist/RCP8.5 scenarios. Samples related to the historical climatology (1980 to 2009) are

represented by triangles, whereas samples related to the end of century climatology (2071

to 2100) are represented by squares. The color scheme represents the depth at which each

data was extracted. The white cross is the centroid of each point distribution, for each

evaluated period. Green, yellow and blue backgrounds portray the temperature and salin-

ity boundaries for the Coastal Water, Tropical Water and South Atlantic Central Water,

respectively.

3.4.2 Climatic impacts in the SBB

As expected, a clear seasonal signal of the upwelling was found across the SBB under

present-day climatic conditions (Fig. 3.4, left panels). This, however, is restricted to the

middle and inner shelf regions. During austral summer, upwelling dominates the bottom

of the mixed-layer in the central and southern parts of the SBB, with the process being

interrupted during winter by the advances of cold atmospheric fronts from the south. The

higher upwelling than downwelling rates lead to a dominant upwelling pattern in the inter-

annual scale, stronger around the Santa Marta cape (refer to Fig. 3.1 for the location). In

contrast, a dipole structure can be seen along the shelf break and the northern sector (i.e.,

the Cabo Frio region). This dipole structure seems to have a strong correlation with the

bottom topography at the shelf break, with downwelling cores followed by upwelling cores

as the BC flows south along the ridges. This structure shows a weak seasonality and, es-

sentially, acts as a shelf boundary to the general upwelling found during summer for most

of the SBB. At Cabo Frio, specifically, this upwelling extends throughout the whole shelf,

leading to stronger upward flow when compared with the remaining of the SBB coastline.
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Figure 3.3: Domain-averaged sea surface temperature (SST), mixed-layer depth (MLD) and

upwelling velocity at the bottom of the mixed-layer (WUpw). Colored solid lines represent

the di�erent ensemble members, whereas the black dashed line represents the median. The

chosen domain is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

These results reflect the coexistence of two di�erent upwelling regimes on the inner shelf

and along the shelf break of the SBB (Campos et al., 2000).

Anthropogenic climate change impact on the upwelling is assessed through the calcula-

tion of the change signal (Fig. 3.4, right panels). We find a statistically significant decrease

of the upwelling strength along the shelf break during all periods, showing a weakening of

the dipole structure - i.e., positive values of the change signal are associated with down-

welling cores and vice-versa. During austral summer, however, a reduction of the upwelling

strength is also verified on the middle and inner shelf of the central and southern SBB sec-

tors. The northeastern sector (around Cabo Frio) shows the weakest changes among the

evaluated periods.

These strong upward vertical flows at the Cabo Frio region lead to a marked lower

SST, in particular during summer, that is also persistent on the inter-annual scale (Fig. 3.5,

left panels). In this region, SST is up to 4 ◦C lower than at the central sector. This is also

apparent at the Santa Marta cape, although to a lesser geographical extent. Nevertheless,

lower temperatures are found across the whole SBB when compared with the warmer wa-
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Figure 3.4: Historical climatology of the vertical velocity at the bottom of the mixed-layer

(WMLD - 1980 to 2009, left panels) for austral summer, winter and inter-annual scales and

their respective projected change signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Positive values for

the climatologies indicate upward flow. Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the

dashed white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions

in the projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control

variability and therefore statistically not significant, and colors need to be interpreted in

relation to the direction of the climatological flow. Arrows in the left panels represent the

horizontal velocity field at the bottom of the mixed-layer. All values for the WMLD are in

meters per day.

ters transported by the BC, reflecting the overall e�ectiveness of the SACW upwelling in

cooling surface waters. On the inter-annual scale, we found the SST across the SBB to vary

spatially by up to 1.8 ◦C and exceeding 2 ◦C during summer along the shoreline. These

spatial di�erences are not as strong during winter, although we can still see slightly colder

waters in the narrower shelf regions. The change signal at the end of the 21st century also
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reflects these regional di�erences (Fig. 3.5, right panels). Although SST increases across

most of the SBB, there is a slight but statistically significant temperature decrease at the

northern sector of about 1 ◦C. This mainly extends between Cabo Frio and Ubatuba (see

Fig. 3.1 for location references). The increase in temperature is also smaller along the shelf

break, being influenced by the shelf break upwelling regime. In contrast, bottom tempera-

ture increases along the shelf break (up to 1.2 ◦C) but decreases across most of the middle

and inner shelf regions (Fig. 3.6, right panels). The historical climatology (Fig. 3.6, left

panels), in this case, can be considered a reflection of the SACW spread over the shelf,

retreating o�shore in winter when compared with the summer season. The projected bot-

tom temperature increase is a reflection of the general warming found previously on the

TS-diagram over the ocean-shelf edge (Fig. 3.2), whereas the decreasing temperatures over

the shelf indicate a stronger influence of the SACW intruding closer to shore.

In contrast, changes to sea surface salinity (SSS) show a more homogeneous pattern

when compared to the SST (Fig. 3.7). We found a statistically significant increase across

the whole SBB with a maximum of 0.5 in winter close to the shelf break, with di�erences

between summer and winter smaller than 0.2. The distinction between the SSS increase

over the continental slope and the shelf is also much more evident in winter than summer,

in contrast to changes in SST. This, combined with the presence of a clear plume signal

propagating from the southern sector, indicates the influence of the Plata River Plume

discharge in the SBB and suggests its importance as a dynamical feature of this region.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 The two upwelling regimes

Our results also reflect the presence of two di�erent upwelling regimes in the SBB (Fig.

3.4). The first regime dominates the inner and middle shelf regions in the central and

southern SBB sectors and has a strong seasonality (Fig. 3.4, left panels). Physically, the

process has been previously explained by Castro and Miranda (1998), where the prevalent

NE summer winds induce o�shore surface transport in the SBB, being disrupted during

winter by southerly winds associated with the passage of cold fronts. This is the classical

Ekman upwelling, and essentially balances the o�shore transport of surface TW and CW

with the onshore transport of subsurface SACW (Castro and Miranda, 1998; Lima et al.,

1996; Castelao et al., 2004). The numerical experiments of Campos et al. (2000) and the

recent works of Cerda and Castro (2014), Castro (2014) and Brandini et al. (2014) based

on survey data showed how this upwelling regime has an impact across all stretches of the

SBB on the seasonal scale, supported by the results found herein.

The second regime, in contrast, dominates the shelf break and the northern sector of
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Figure 3.5: Historical climatology of sea surface temperature (SST - 1980 to 2009, left

panels) for austral summer, winter and inter-annual scales and their respective projected

change signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the

dashed white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions

in the projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control

variability and therefore not statistically significant. All values are in degree Celsius.

the SBB and shows only a weak seasonality (Fig. 3.4, left panels). Campos et al. (1995) first

proposed that the shelf break upwelling is driven by cyclonic meanders of the BC. Later,

Campos et al. (2000) showed how this shelf break regime co-existed with the Ekman up-

welling and was e�ective year-round, based on a combination of hydrographic data and

model results. Meanwhile, Silveira et al. (2000) explained the formation of these cyclonic

meanders based on the conservation of potential vorticity (Π). According to these authors,

as the BC overshoots the region around Cabo Frio due to the change in coastal geometry, it

veers westward to conserve Π. This generates barotropic shear instability and leads to the

creation of a topographical Rossby wave that propagates southwestward. This wave then
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Figure 3.6: Historical climatology of the shelf’s bottom temperatures (1980 to 2009, left

panels) for summer, winter and inter-annual scales and their respective projected change

signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the dashed

white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions in the

projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control variability

and therefore not statistically significant. All values are in degree Celsius.

generates the cyclonic meanders described by Campos et al. (2000), which produce up-

welling at their leading edge and downwelling at their trailing edge. More recently, Palma

and Matano (2009) did a comprehensive modeling study of the SBB and also identified a

dominating role of the BC to the shelf break regime. However, they argued that it is rather

its interaction with the bottom topography along the BC path that creates changes of the

alongshore pressure gradient and drives the upwelling through the bottom boundary layer.

Their proposed mechanism is similar to the one found by Oke and Middleton (2000) for

the eastern Australian shelf.
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Figure 3.7: Historical climatology of sea surface salinity (SSS - 1980 to 2009, left panels)

for austral summer, winter and inter-annual scales and their respective projected change

signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the dashed

white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions in the

projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control variability

and therefore not statistically significant.

Given both these explanations and based on our own results, we suggest that the mech-

anism is a combination of characteristics from both conceptual models. The experiments

of Song and Chao (2004) provide the basis for our proposed explanation. They conducted

an idealized study on the interaction of a varying bottom topography with a strong bound-

ary current, similar to the conditions found in the SBB, in which a series of ridges can be

seen along the 200m isobath starting around Cabo Frio (see Fig. 3.1). Their results show

that as the boundary current flows along the ridge topography, it creates a dipole structure

attached to the ridge. This structure consists of a downwelling core upstream and an up-

welling core downstream of the ridge. They also related the development of these dipole
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structures to changes in the relative vorticity (ζ), producing anticyclonic and cyclonic cir-

culations over the downwelling and upwelling cores as the boundary flowmeanders around

these bathymetrical features. As a result, these dipoles were fixed in space, as identified in

our results as well (Fig. 3.4).

In essence, this would corroborate the basis of Silveira et al. (2000) argument that

the potential vorticity drives the shelf break upwelling regime, but not because of the

generation of a topographical Rossby wave associated with the BC overshooting the lat-

itude of Cabo Frio. The BC is under geostrophic balance and, as such, has to conserve Π

(Π =
(ζ+f)
D

) as it flows around a varying topography (Fig. 3.7, bottom right). Since its plan-

etary vorticity (Coriolis parameter, f) is always decreasing along its path, local changes in

depth (D) have to bemostly balanced by changes in ζ (Fig. 3.8, top panels). This means that

it gains positive ζ and spins anticyclonically as it travels upslope, generating a downwelling

region. And the opposite is also valid, it gains negative ζ as it travels downslope, spinning

cyclonically and generating upwelling. These changes in ζ also account for the meandering

of the BC, as observed by Campos et al. (1995, 2000) and Castelao et al. (2004). A similar

explanation for topographically induced upwelling has been proposed for the Vietnamese

coast (Hein et al., 2013) and the Hainan coast at the South China Sea (Su and Pohlmann,

2009). Nevertheless, for our argument to hold, we first have to establish that these ridges

are indeed a feature of the local shelf break topography and that they are necessary to pro-

duce the shelf break upwelling.

To the first point, figure 4 of Campos et al. (2000) shows the 200m isobath south of

Ubatuba (for locations, see Fig. 3.1). In it, the presence of a ridge is clearly seen, similar to

the profile found here. Not only that, but the presence of an upwelling core is seen down-

stream of this ridge, with no SACW signal upstream of it in any of their three cruises.

The dipole structures found in our study can also be seen in their model results from fig-

ure 7, where they show the cross-isopycnal velocity, although the shelf break profile was

not superimposed in this image. The same ridge can also be seen in figure 13 of Silveira

et al. (2000), along with the ridges southeast of Cabo Frio and east of the S. Marta Cape

(Fig. 3.1). Based on these results, we are confident in the presence of these ridges as actual

topographical features along the SBB and their impact on the upwelling dynamics.

As for whether these features are necessary to produce the shelf break upwelling, it is

interesting to compare our results to the ones from Palma and Matano (2009). Looking at

their bathymetrical profile along the SBB (their figure 1), we can see that the 200m isobath

is very smooth and presents no features, although the change in coastal geometry around

Cabo Frio is preserved. This means that, according to the argument from Silveira et al.

(2000), the BC overshooting Cabo Frio should still produce the topographical Rossby wave

that creates the cyclonic meanders. However, Palma and Matano (2009) results shown in
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Figure 3.8: Components of the potential vorticity conservation in the South Brazil Bight

calculated at the bottom of the mixed-layer for the inter-annual variability case during

the historical period (1980 to 2009). Top figures are the relative vorticity (ζ , left) and

its tendency (ζXY , right) and at the bottom are the absolute vorticity (ζ + f , left) and

the potential vorticity (Π, right). Streamlines over Π represent the flow, with the varying

thickness as an indication of relative flow strength. Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath,

and the dashed white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break.

figure 3 do not indicate any meandering of the BC flow. As a consequence, their upwelling

signal is restricted to the northern sector around Cabo Frio, which is then transported

southward by the surface flow over the shelf. This suggests that the shelf break upwelling

regime is indeed dependent upon the topographical features. Unfortunately, they did not

show results for the vertical velocities directly, so we have to limit our comparison quali-

tatively to the surface behavior of the BC.

Finally, as for the stronger upwelling signal found in the northern sector (Fig. 3.4 and

3.5), the local reduction of the shelf width in front of Cabo Frio advectively accelerates the

inshore flow and pushes the upwelled water from the shelf break towards the coastline.

This is a process identified by Oke and Middleton (2000) with regards to the East Aus-

tralian Current and by Cerda and Castro (2014) and Palma and Matano (2009) based on

hydrographic climatologies and simulations for the SBB, respectively. Furthermore, it is

likely further enhanced by the barotropic instabilities identified by Silveira et al. (2000),

as the increased eddy kinetic energy generated in this region (Oliveira et al., 2009) can feed

these dipole structures. These processes could contribute to maintain a strong presence of

the SACW year-round in the Cabo Frio region (Fig. 3.4), as opposed to the rest of the SBB

where the shelf is wider.
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3.5.2 Anthropogenic climate impacts to the upwelling regimes

Upwelling strength and duration is expected to increase in the Benguela Current System

in the eastern South Atlantic under increased anthropogenic forcing (Wang et al., 2015).

Change is mostly attributed to an increase of the alongshore winds over the subtropical

South Atlantic (Sydeman et al., 2014). This increase, in turn, is associated with a southward

migration of the South Atlantic Subtropical High (Rykaczewski et al., 2015) in response to

the expected southward migration of the westerlies over the Southern Ocean (Swart and

Fyfe, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012; Barnes and Polvani, 2013) and the widening of the Hadley

circulation (Kang and Lu, 2012; Davis and Rosenlof, 2012; Hu et al., 2018).

To confirm this behavior within our simulations, we calculated the wind speed clima-

tologies for the historical and end of the century periods (Fig. 3.9) over our South At-

lantic domain. Although we see no significant changes in the wind speeds associated with

the general circulation over the South Atlantic Subtropical High (SASH), there is a clear

southward migration of its center of approximately 2°. This is accompanied by a slight

increase in wind velocities along the South American coast, as reported by Sydeman et al.

(2014), but it also exposes the SBB to the stronger E-NE winds associated with the upper

branch of the SASH. With this in mind, we calculated the o�shore Ekman transport (Ek

=
τy
ρwf

) for the SBB based on the alongshore wind stress (τy), considering a 45° coastline

orientation (Fig. 3.10). We found an increase in the Ekman forcing across the SBB for all

periods, albeit much stronger during winter than summer. The exception is in the north-

eastern sector, where a small reduction can be seen during summer. These results are in

line with the global atmospheric trendsmentioned above and can also explain the increased

spread of SACW over the shelf’s bottom indicated by the bottom temperatures (Fig. 3.6).

They do not, however, account for the reduction in the WMLD, specially considering that

the northeastern sector showed the least amount of significant changes when compared to

the rest of the SBB.

On a regional level, increased Ekman forcing leading to increased coastal upwelling is

also expected in the Californian upwelling system (Snyder et al., 2003), the Iberian Penin-

sula (Miranda et al., 2013) and the Canary Upwelling Ecosystem (Sousa et al., 2017), based

on the analysis of surface temperature fields. Notwithstanding, we found a reduction of

the upwelling strength in the SBB in spite of these general atmospheric trends (Fig. 3.4,

right panels). Along the Oman coast in the Indian Ocean, regional heterogeneities in the

Ekman transport patterns led to divergent modifications in vertical transport (Praveen

et al., 2016), accentuating the importance of local processes in defining variations in local

upwelling. In the SBB, the intrusion of the Plata River Plume can be one of such relevant

processes. Piola et al. (2005) and Pimenta et al. (2005) identified its northward intrusion

up to 24° S, which is congruent to the region of freshwater influence seen in the change
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Figure 3.9: Top andmiddle panels show the wind speed climatology for the historical (1980

to 2009) and end of the century (2071 to 2100) periods over the subtropical SouthAtlantic,

respectively. Bottom panel highlights the change signal between both periods. The black

box represents the South Brazil Bight domain analyzed in this study (Fig. 3.1). The red

filled contour around 30°S in the upper two panels marks the center of the South Atlantic

Subtropical High (wind speeds less than 0.3m s−1). All values are inm.s−1.

signal in our results (Fig. 3.7). This plume brings fresher waters into the SBB, increasing

the water column vertical stability. Its presence in the southern sector and along the mid-

dle shelf across all time scales also creates a clear cross-shelf salinity gradient and keeps the

overall SSS increase below global projections for the southwestern South Atlantic (IPCC,

2013). However, there is no predicted increase in the Plata River discharge for the RCP8.5,

based on the MPI-ESM forcing utilized here, with a slight reduction of its volume input

by approximately 100m3 s−1 at the end of the 21st century. This reduction is not statisti-

cally significant when we consider that the standard-deviation for this discharge is above

1000m3 s−1 and implies that this plume mainly acts as a bu�er, reducing the general SSS

increase in the SBB but does not contribute to the changes seen in upwelling strength.

Aside from increased alongshore winds and the changes to SSS, anthropogenic climate

change is mostly visible on temperatures, primarily a�ecting the upper 700m of the wa-

ter column (IPCC, 2013). This heat input a�ects the energy budget in the system, which

can change the amount available to be converted from potential energy (PE) to kinetic en-
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Figure 3.10: Historical climatology of the o�shore Ekman transport (1980 to 2009, left

panels) of summer, winter and inter-annual scales and their respective projected change

signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the dashed

white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions in the

projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control variability

and therefore not statistically significant. All values are inm2.s−1.

ergy (KE) and to induce motion. This is the concept of available potential energy (APE),

first introduced by Lorenz (1955), and is considered a measure of the water column stabil-

ity. We calculated the APE along the SBB as the change in PE between the actual state of

water masses found within the model results and a reorganized stable water column (Fig.

3.11). This reorganization consists of rearranging vertical layers of the model, so that the

highest densities are found at the bottom and the minimum PE state is achieved (i.e., the

background potential energy). A more detailed description of this method can be found

in Urakawa et al. (2013). We can see a decrease in APE across the inner and middle shelf

regions at all temporal scales, indicating that the water column is becoming more stable
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under increased surface warming. For the winter and inter-annual scales, this means that

the increase in the Ekman forcing is balanced by the higher stability and we see no signifi-

cant changes to WMLD (Fig. 3.4, right middle and bottom panels). For the summer period,

on the other hand, the smaller increase in Ek is not enough to balance the increased stability

and we see a weakening of WMLD.

Urakawa and Hasumi (2009) showed how Ekman upwelling/downwelling represents

a conversion from KE to PE, as the flow has to pull up/push down a heavier/lighter wa-

ter parcel. This means that the change in water mass depth must come with gain/loss of

PE, which is supplied by the conversion from KE. Under increased surface warming, the

surface layer becomes lighter and requires more KE converted to PE to disturb the water

column stability and pull-up the heavier water mass below. In our scenario, the KE in-

put from the enhanced wind field is insu�cient to overcome the stronger water column

stability, decreasing the amount of water that is upwelled towards the mixed-layer. Since

the surface layer is still under increased Ekman forcing, the additional transport of surface

water has to be compensated across a larger portion of the shelf, which leads to the wider

bottom intrusion of SACW seen through the bottom temperatures (Fig. 3.6). This could

lead to an increase in nutrient availability at deeper layers and enhance the deep chloro-

phyll maximum identified by Brandini et al. (2014), but reduces the input of SACW to

the mixed-layer. Since we have not involved a biogeochemistry or ecosystem model in our

simulations, a more targeted study considering these impacts on nutrients dynamics over

the shelf would be necessary to properly clarify these questions and its consequences to the

shelf productivity.

Although the relation between increased Ekman forcing and water column stability

explains the weakening of the Ekman upwelling, it does not satisfactorily address the weak-

ening of the shelf break upwelling as well. This is because we still see a decrease inWMLD in

austral summer as well as winter, even though the APE change over the shelf break suggests

a less stable water column during summer, particularly in the northern sector (Fig. 3.11).

Both our results (see section 3.5.1) and previous studies (Campos et al., 1995, 2000; Silveira

et al., 2000; Palma and Matano, 2009) identify a close relation between this upwelling

regime and the BC, so it behooves us to look at the BC dynamics over the 21st century (Fig.

3.12). A decreasing trend south of 25°S can be clearly identified, which agrees spatially with

the strongest decrease of the shelf break upwelling seen in our results (Fig. 3.4). Not only

that, but the slight increase in BC transport in the northern sector could explain why we

found mostly no di�erences for this sector, or even a slight increase of the upwelling at the

northern shelf break. However, these changes are mostly small and within our uncertainty

range when considering our Control variability, which likely stems from the lack of a clear

increase in the SASH wind circulation (Fig. 3.9). In this case, these trends found on the

BC transport would reflect its adjustment to the new gyre position. It would also suggest
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Figure 3.11: Historical climatology of the available potential energy (1980 to 2009, left

panels) for summer, winter and inter-annual scales and their respective projected change

signals (EofC - Hist, right panels). Data is shown up to the 1000m isobath, and the dashed

white line identifies the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break. Hashed regions in the

projected change signals indicate where the di�erence is smaller than the control variability

and therefore not statistically significant. All values are in J.m−2.

that the shelf break regime is highly sensitive to changes in the BC transport. This would

be a direct consequence to the dependence of the shelf break upwelling to changes in the

relative vorticity, as increasing the BC would lead to increased flow divergence.

Finally, both upwelling regimes have a clear impact on surface warming (Fig. 3.5, right

panels). In general, the maximum end of century SST increase over the shelf (1.8 ◦C, Fig.

3.4) is lower than the projected 2 ◦C to 3 ◦C increase over the SW South Atlantic for

the RCP8.5 scenario (IPCC, 2013). The consistent upwelling of colder SACW seems to

dampen the impact of increasing radiative forcing, even under a strong climate scenario.
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Figure 3.12: At the top, Hovmöller diagram of the Brazil current transport (in Sverdrups)

along the extension of the South Brazil Bight during the analyzed time period (1980 to

2100). At the bottom, di�erences between its climatological transport at the end of the

century (EofC, 2071 to 2100) and the historical period (Hist, 1980 to 2009). The red

solid line in the bottom graphic is the confidence interval calculated based on the control

simulation. Samples within the red region are within our uncertainty range based on the

control. Negative di�erences indicate a strengthening of the BC transport whereas positive

values indicate weakening, since the Brazil current flows southward.

Similar results were found by Miranda et al. (2013) in the Iberian Peninsula, by Praveen

et al. (2016) along the Oman coast and by Sousa et al. (2017) in the Canary upwelling sys-

tem. The smaller SST increases over the shelf break when compared to the middle shelf

would also suggest that the BC upwelling is a stronger mechanism in dampening the sur-

face warming. This is even more striking over the NE sector of the SBB, where we see

a decrease in SST. Our results suggest that SST in this region is strongly influenced by

the SACW upwelled at the adjacent shelf break and advected towards the coast. This is

then spread SW by the surface circulation along the SBB, with this pathway having also

been identified by Cerda and Castro (2014) on hydrographic data. Thus, the decrease in

SST between Cabo Frio and Ubatuba could be a direct consequence of the increase in

BC transport around 23°S (Fig. 3.12), with this water being transported back to the shelf

break, south of Ubatuba. This would make the central SBB region more susceptible to

global warming, since it would mainly be a�ected by the Ekman upwelling, which is less

capable of compensating the increased warming, thus leading to higher SST increases in

this region.
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3.6 Conclusions

We presented further evidence of two distinct upwelling regimes in the SBB. The first

is driven by the alongshore winds and represents the classical Ekman upwelling, whereas

the second occurs mainly along the shelf break and is driven by relative vorticity, as the

BC steers around the shelf edge. These two regimes would co-exist year-round and con-

tribute to the overall upwelling of SACW in the SBB, although the Ekman upwelling has

a stronger seasonal component. For the northern sector of the Bight, however, the shelf

break upwelling acts as a significant year-long source of SACW, a�ecting the shelf region

up towards the coastline.

During the 21st century, we found a general weakening of both upwelling regimes, al-

though this behavior is in disagreement with what has been found in other systems world-

wide. In our simulations, these reductions are mostly a response to increased water column

stabilization due to the surface warming and a small reduction of the BC transport south

of 25° latitude. This evidences the importance of local processes in assessing the response

of coastal environments to global climate change. Most upwelling studies rely on indexes

derived either from temperature di�erences between the coastal and oceanic zones, or on

the strength of the overlaying winds. As we demonstrated for the SBB, we still found a re-

duction of vertical velocities even under an increased o�shore Ekman forcing, although we

also found evidence of increased bottom spread of SACW over the shelf. In this light, we

believe that an accurate assessment in localized upwelling regions has to consider a com-

bination of local atmospheric forcings and ocean variables to take regional responses into

account.

In the SBB, the combination of these two upwelling regimes dominates the SST re-

sponse. SST increases over most of the shelf, but is lower than projections derived from

Earth System Models under the RCP8.5 scenario. This is a direct response to the SACW

upwelling that dampened the potential warming, up to the point of reducing surface tem-

peratures over the northeastern sector when compared to present-day conditions. Over the

middle and inner shelves in the central and southern sectors of the SBB, where the SACW

signal was weaker, SST increases were similar to global projections of almost 2 ◦C under

RCP8.5 conditions. As for the behavior at the northern sector, the SST decrease seems

mostly driven by a slight strengthening of the BC at around 23° latitude, which in turn is

driven by an adjustment of the BC flow to a southward migration of the Subtropical High.

This interaction highlights how sensitive the shelf break upwelling is to small variations of

the BC transport and how important the BC response to anthropogenic climate change is

to the upwelling in the SBB. Additional sensitivity studies focusing on isolating the e�ects

promoted by the BC could shed further light into its response at the Cabo Frio region.
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Key Points

• We found the South Brazil Bight to be themost susceptible region along the Brazilian

shelf to anthropogenic climate change

• On a regional scale, strongest changes in the water column stratification are driven

by increased bottom intrusion of SACW

• Even in regions with no net change in stratification, the balance between governing

physical mechanisms may still undergo shifts

4.1 Abstract

Earth System Models predict an overall increase in ocean stratification, which can reduce

the upper ocean’s primary production. Shallower depths and cross-shelf exchange pro-

cesses, however, modify the response of shelf seas and make the inclusion of regional pro-

cesses a necessity when evaluating local anthropogenic climate change impacts. We in-

vestigate the response of the Brazilian shelf’s stratification to a strong warming scenario

(RCP8.5) performing a high-resolution (1/12°) simulation for the South Atlantic Ocean.

In contrast to the global expectation of stronger impacts in the tropical Atlantic, changes

in stratification are dominant along the subtropical Brazilian coast. We found a general

increase in strength and a shallowing of the pycnocline, with an increase of the potential

energy anomaly in the mid-to-inner shelf regions and a decrease towards the open ocean.

Over these regions, stratification responded to the increased bottom intrusion of South

Atlantic Central Water due to a stronger o�shore Ekman forcing, driven by the poleward

migration of the South Atlantic Subtropical High. In the tropical Brazilian waters, where

this bottom intrusion does not occur, changes are mostly within the range of natural varia-

tions and driven by increased surface warming. Of note is that temperature will dominate

stratification around the Patos Lagoon across all seasons at the end of the 21st century,

as opposed to only during summer in the recent past. In a region where no significant

long-term impact was found, this highlights that increased emissions can alter the balance

between driving mechanisms even when no net impact is apparent.

4.2 Plain language summary

Models that simulate the global ocean under increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations

predict more stratified conditions at the end of the 21st century, limiting the exchange of

properties between the water column’s bottom and surface layers. However, these models

cannot account for all relevant physical processes near the coast because of their coarse

spatial resolution. In our study, we simulate the South Atlantic Ocean in finer detail and
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investigate possible impacts of climate change to the Brazilian coastal waters. In agreement

with global projections, we find that the water column tends to become more stratified.

In contrast, this process is more e�ective along the southeastern and southern coast, as

opposed to northern and northeastern Brazil as projected by global models. In the north,

changes are a consequence of increased warming of surface waters. On the other hand, this

warming is combined with stronger winds along southern Brazil, pushing more cold water

towards the shore through the bottom layers. Together, these processes promote stronger

changes to the dynamics of coastal waters, and is specially e�ective between Rio de Janeiro

and Florianópolis. This makes waters in southeastern Brazil more susceptible to climate

change.

4.3 Introduction

Shelf seas are strongly influenced by forcing dynamics from the atmospheric, terrestrial

and adjacent deep ocean environments, making them specially vulnerable to anthropogenic

climate change. Among those impacts, increased stratification can lead to the decoupling

between surface layers and deeper waters, with consequences to biogeochemical processes

(Capotondi et al., 2012), such as nutrient supply to the euphotic layer from deeper waters.

On a global scale, Earth System Models (ESMs) predict a consistent trend of increased

stratification and a consequential decrease in primary production, brought about by de-

clining nutrients concentrations in the mixed-layer (Fu et al., 2016). This increased strati-

fication seems to be mostly connected with increased surface temperatures, specially over

tropical regions where the strongest ocean warming is projected (Capotondi et al., 2012;

IPCC, 2013). This can be valid even in regional seas, as Hordoir and Meier (2012) found

only a small contribution to changes in stratification from modifications of the overlaying

wind field in the Baltic Sea, with changes in temperature as the main drivers. Under a

strong climate forcing scenario, such as the RCP8.5 (IPCC, 2014), these changes are even

expected to accelerate after the 21st century (Randerson et al., 2015). Shelf seas, however,

can respond di�erently than the deeper open ocean due to the shallower water depths and

cross-shelf exchange processes, as Holt et al. (2010, 2018) and Mathis and Mikolajewicz

(2020) demonstrated for the North Sea.

ESMs predict an increase in stratification across the whole Brazilian shelf, with some

models indicating a smaller impact over southeast and south Brazil (Fu et al., 2016). Never-

theless, these results reflect the response of large-scale models that tend to under-represent

regional processes, and no high resolution studies have been conducted that take those pro-

cesses into account. For example, over the Abrolhos Shelf (Fig. 4.1), Pereira et al. (2005)

found positive density anomalies on its northern bank that pointed towards stronger down-

welling trends. On its southern bank, on the other hand, evidences of upwelling led to
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stronger stratified conditions. Over the South Brazil Bight (Fig. 4.1), Castro (2014) found

a clear cross-shelf gradient, with increasing bulk stratification towards the open ocean.

Nevertheless, response to anthropogenic climate change in these regions from ESMs tends

to be spatially homogeneous (Capotondi et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2016).

Over most of the Brazilian shelf, the water mass structure is dominated by the presence

of TropicalWater (TW) and South Atlantic CentralWater (SACW), transported along the

shelf break by the Northern Brazil Current and the Brazil Current (NBC and BC, respec-

tively). In turn, the onshore intrusion of SACWplays an important role in the fertilization

of the shelf, in particular the South Brazil Bight, see for example Castro et al. (2006). In

locations where coastal systems are dominant (e.g. estuaries), the dilution of TW by the

local freshwater discharge creates the Coastal Water (CW) (Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al.,

2018), characterizing one of the locally generated low salinity water masses. Another low

salinity water mass is normally found south of the Sta. Marta Cape (see Fig. 4.1). This is

a low-salinity plume associated with the Plata River discharge (PW) and the Subtropical

Shelf Water (STSW), which results from the mixing of PW with TW and SACW (Piola

et al., 2000). During strong southerly wind events, usually associated with cold fronts

(Castro and Miranda, 1998), PW can be found inside the SBB northward of 28°S (Piola

et al., 2000, 2005; Möller et al., 2008). It is the di�erent combination of these water masses

and the interaction between their physical drivers that governs the stratification along our

study site.

Recently, de Souza et al. (2020) showed how stronger alongshore wind stresses at the

end of the century did not necessarily translate into increased vertical fluxes from deeper

waters towards the mixed-layer, as the enhanced o�shore Ekman forcing was sustained by

increased stratification. Their results, however, were restricted to the South Brazil Bight

and focused on the SACWupwelling process. Our goal in this study is to deepen the under-

standing of changes in stratification due to anthropogenic climate change by considering

modifications to the water column as a whole as well as in main pycnocline characteris-

tics, applying this analysis to the whole Brazilian shelf. To this end, we downscale outputs

from the Max-Planck Institute Earth System Model - Mixed Resolution (MPI-ESM-MR)

to the South Atlantic ocean using a high resolution (1/12°) ocean model (HAMSOM),

under a strong warming scenario (RCP8.5). Impacts on potential energy anomaly, along

with changes in pycnocline characteristics and surface temperature and salinity, are then

used to cluster the di�erent regions along the shelf according to their projected response

to climate change at the end of the 21st century.

A brief description of the modeling framework and the data analysis procedures along-

side the clustering algorithm employed can be found in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively.

Anthropogenic climate change impacts to the region are shown in section 4.5.1 and dis-
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cussed within the scope of regional processes and global trends in section 4.6.1. The results

from the clustering procedure are found in section 4.5.2, with the relevance of each cluster

and its characteristics discussed in section 4.6.2. Concluding remarks are given in section

4.7.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Modeling framework

On the global scale, our simulations are forced by the atmospheric and oceanic outputs

from the Max-Planck Institute Earth System Model - Mixed Resolution (MPI-ESM-MR -

Giorgetta et al., 2013). They are used to feed a high-resolution regional model of the South

Atlantic at 1/12° using the HAMburg Shelf Ocean Model (HAMSOM - Backhaus, 1985;

Pohlmann, 1996, 2006), with a focus on resolving the upper-ocean circulation. Details on

this framework can be found in de Souza et al. (2019). We focus on the Brazilian shelf

southeast of the Amazon, limited o�shore by the 200m isobath (Fig. 4.1).

Originally, five ensemble members for the RCP8.5 scenario (IPCC, 2014) were pro-

duced for the regional South Atlantic domain, by slightly varying initial conditions (by

≈ 1%) in HAMSOM. This was done to account for the internal variability of the regional

model system, but was shown to have negligible variance in comparison to the response to

the prescribed external forcing from the global model (de Souza et al., 2020). Based on the

results from this previous study, we follow the same approach here and analyze the data

pertaining to the median of all ensembles. Aside from the RCP8.5 simulations, we also per-

formed a control run based on constant pre-industrial GHG concentrations (IPCC, 2013,

2014). This control simulation allows us to estimate the natural variability’s range with-

out the anthropogenic forcing and derive a significant threshold for the imposed climate

change signal. Model results are stored as daily outputs, but averaged into monthly means

for the subsequent analysis.

4.4.2 Data analysis

Our analysis is focused on the impact of anthropogenic climate change to the water col-

umn stratification across the Brazilian shelf, using the potential energy anomaly (φPE) as

a proxy. This property, first suggested by Simpson (1981), reflects the amount of energy

necessary to fully mix the water column and has been extensively used both for large-scale

dynamics (e.g. Yamaguchi et al. (2019) for theNorth Pacific) and coastal seas (e.g. Holt et al.

(2010) for the North Sea). They do not, however, provide further information on vertical

changes to cline characteristics. To account for these changes, we additionally calculate

the maximum pycnocline gradient and its depth (∇ρmax and∇ρdepth, respectively) across
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Figure 4.1: Bathymetry along the Brazilian coastline (in meters). The shelf is sectioned in

three sections to allow an easier visualization, and each lettered subplot is color-referenced

on the general South America inset in subset A. For subplot C, the South Brazil Bight is the

region between Cabo Frio and the Sta. Marta Cape, whereas the Southern Shelf extends

beyond that to the end of the domain. The dotted line represents the 200m isobath and

marks the position of the shelf break.

the Brazilian shelf, similarly to how Mathis and Pohlmann (2014) did for the North Sea

in regards to anthropogenic impacts on the thermocline. In our case, however, using the

pycnocline allows us to account for the e�ects of long-term changes in both temperature

and salinity in this region.

Our estimations of future changes are based on two distinct time intervals correspond-

ing to a historical (HIST, from 1980 to 2009) and end of century (EOFC, from 2071

to 2100) climatology, and all analysis are performed for each model cell independently.

Change signals are defined as the di�erence between both climatologies (EOFC - HIST),

and is considered significant when its values is above the natural variance threshold derived

from the control simulation. This threshold is estimated by computing the climatology

within every possible 30-year slice between 1980 and 2100 using a one-year sliding win-

dow. The variance between those climatologies is doubled to increase confidence in our

results and multiplied by 1.96 to derive a 95% confidence level, following the procedure
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of Mathis et al. (2018). Aside from seasonal changes, long-term impact is estimated on the

inter-annual scale after applying a 12-months running mean over the monthly data. Simi-

larly as for the calculation of the change signal’s confidence interval, a running 30-yr trend

over the RCP8.5 scenario is used to gain more insight into the temporal evolution of the

shelf’s response.

Furthermore, to identify and classify common regional aspects, anthropogenic impact

along the Brazilian shelf is clustered using Self-Organizing Maps (SOM - Kohonen, 1990,

2001). These clusters reflect regions with similar impacts not only to the φPE , but also

take into account changes in the pycnocline characteristics (∇ρmax and ∇ρdepth) and in

the sea surface temperature and salinity (SST and SSS, respectively). In literature, SOM

has been used to establish biogeochemical provinces in the world’s oceans (Landschützer

et al., 2013) and along the continental margins (Laruelle et al., 2017), to identify dominant

patterns in N2O air-sea exchange (Lessin et al., 2020) and to extract patterns along the

Loop Current associated with sea surface height variability (Liu et al., 2016), to name a few

examples. Further applications can be found in Lobo (2009).

For each of our input properties, we ran SOM considering the monthly change signal

as opposed to the long-term residuals, so the analysis is able to take into account any sig-

nificant seasonal changes. Each variable was also independently normalized to avoid the

magnitude of any one property dominating the analysis. At the end, each evaluated cell

along the shelf has 12 time steps over a set of five properties, yielding 60 training samples

per location. These are then used to train the SOM’s neural network, which calculates the

euclidean distance between those samples’ hyper-parameter space and the SOM’s neurons,

assigning a cluster value for each cell along the shelf based on their closest SOM neuron.

The number of neurons, hence the final number of clusters generated, is chosen based on

iterations of several di�erent configurations and a portion of these results can be seen in

section 4.5.2. Finally, a representative level of impact for each property is defined in each

cluster, along with its standard-deviation.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Anthropogenic impact on stratification

We used the potential energy anomaly (φPE) as a measure of the vertical stratification

across the Brazilian shelf and calculated the historical climatologies and the change signal

for austral summer (December, January and February - Fig. 4.2, left panels), austral winter

(June, July and August - Fig. 4.2, right panels) and the inter-annual scales (Fig. 4.3, left

panel). Overall, the strongest impacts are found in winter, although the shelf in general is

more stratified during summer. The north and northeastern shelf is comparatively well-
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mixed during both seasons when we consider the rest of the domain, and contrasting small

changes in φPE during both seasons leads to only a slightly more vertically stratified water

column in the inter-annual scale. Nevertheless, a large portion of these changes is not

significant when we account for the control variability (Fig. 4.3, left panel). Similar to

northern Brazil, the central shelf shows mostly a well-mixed water column with a strong

horizontal gradient along the shelf break and higher φPE in the southeastern end of the

Abrolhos shelf. The latter region also shows a significant increase in φPE at the end of the

century, mostly driven by changes in summer. Finally, the shelf along southern Brazil shows

a clear cross-shelf φPE profile, suggesting the predominance of well-mixed conditions on

the inner shelf. The extent of the well-mixed region, however, is more restricted during

summer and extends further into themiddle shelf duringwinter. In terms of anthropogenic

impact, this shelf regions also show amore distinct behavior that persist across all temporal

scales. In the inner to middle shelf areas, the water column tends to becomemore vertically

stratified, whereas it becomes more less stratified from the middle shelf towards the shelf

break and around the northern sector of the South Brazil Bight (around Cabo Frio). At the

very south of our domain, below the Patos Lagoon, the water column becomes more well-

mixed across all time periods evaluated, although changes are mostly within our control

range, i.e. insignificant.

Aside from its impact on the φPE , increased GHG emissions lead to an overall increase

in the maximum pycnocline gradient (∇ρmax) as well as to shallower pycnocline depths

(∇ρdepth) across the shelf, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3 (central and right panels) for the inter-

annual scale. For both properties, the seasonal signals (not shown) essentially have the same

pattern as for the inter-annual scale, with slightly stronger gradients during summer and a

shallower pycnocline in winter. Similarly as for the φPE , changes are mostly insignificant

in north and northeastern Brazil, where the predominantly well-mixed conditions during

the historical climatology indicate a lack of a clear pycnocline. The pycnocline strength

at the middle to outer Abrolhos shelf tends to increase at the end of the century without

a significant change of its depth. The strongest impacts are found along southern Brazil,

where the pycnocline can strengthen by≈ 50% over the inner shelf and become shallower

by up to 10m. On the other hand, no cross-shelf pattern is identified and changes are

mostly spatially homogeneous.

4.5.2 Clustering impacts across the Brazilian shelf

The Brazilian coastline measures over 8000 km, with continental shelf widths between

10 km to 330 km (Castro et al., 2006). Nevertheless, as seen from our results, some as-

pects of anthropogenic impacts show general similarities over large areas. To capture those

similarities, we aggregate regions into clusters using self-organizing maps (SOM). This, in

turn, allows us to define a set of representative impacts’ magnitude and range over our
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Figure 4.2: Historical climatology and change signal for the austral summer (left panel)

and winter (right panel) of the potential energy anomaly (φPE in J.m-3) across the Brazilian

shelf. Summer is defined as the averages for December, January and February, whereas for

Winter is June, July and August. Warm (positive) values indicate increased stratification,

whereas cold (negative) values indicates a shift towards well-mixed conditions. The shelf is

sectioned in three sectors to allow an easier visualization, and each lettered sector is color-

referenced on the general South America inset in subset A. The dotted line represents the

200m isobath and marks the shelf break.

domain, as well as explore the temporal evolution of the desired properties under anthro-

pogenic forcing. For this reason, we define the SOM clusters using a combination of five

properties: ∇ρmax, ∇ρdepth, φPE , sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface salinity

(SSS).

We tested di�erent numbers of clusters, ranging from 4 to 10, and a sample of those re-

sults can be seen on Fig. 4.4. As shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, the strongest impacts are found

along south Brazil. The di�erence is such, however, that only by increasing the number

of clusters above 7 does SOM start separating the impacts along the central and north-

ern coastlines. Even with 10 clusters, both regions are essentially assigned a single cluster
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Figure 4.3: Historical climatology and change signal for the annual mean potential energy

anomaly (φPE in J.m-3, left panel) and themaximumpycnocline gradient (∇ρmax in kg.m-4,

central panel) and depth (∇ρdepth in m, right panel) across the Brazilian shelf. The shelf is

sectioned in three sectors to allow an easier visualization, and each lettered sector is color-

referenced on the general South America inset in subset A. The dotted line represents the

200m isobath and marks the shelf break.

each, at most. In the south, on the other hand, a cluster below the Patos Lagoon and a

cross-shelf gradient over the remainder shelf is preserved across all tests. As the number

of clusters increase, this region is further refined zonally and over the shelf break, reflect-

ing the susceptible nature of this region to anthropogenic climate change. Based on these

results, we chose 6 clusters as an adequate representation of the di�erent levels of anthro-

pogenic impact over the Brazilian shelf. Although this choice is essentially subjective, it

ensures clusters are not too small and t-test statistics between them reveals that only 2-3

and 4-6 are not significantly di�erent from each other. The number of insignificant clus-

ters increases in higher SOM configurations and even at 4 there was an insignificant pair

(1-3).

Time series of the φPE for each cluster further illustrate the impacts on the vertical

water column structure across the shelf (Fig. 4.5). For clusters 1, 5 and 6, φPE essentially

oscillates around the historical average until the end of the 21st century, with roughly the

same distribution between positive and negative trend phases (increase and reduction in

stratification, respectively). These are the regions where changes in φPE were mostly in-

significant across all time scales when we considered our control (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). For

the remainder clusters, however, anthropogenic impacts are clear. Clusters 2 and 3 show a
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Figure 4.4: Cluster assignment using self-organizing maps (SOM) to model the change

signal along the Brazilian shelf. Four test are shown, using 4, 6, 8 and 10 as the number of

clusters to classify. The shelf is sectioned in three sectors to allow an easier visualization,

and each lettered sector is color-referenced on the general South America inset in subset

A (see Fig. 4.1). The dotted line represents the 200m isobath and marks the shelf break.

clear negative trend for almost all climatologies. These accumulate during the second half

of the 21st century and lead to the more well-mixed conditions seen around Cabo Frio’s

coastline and the outer shelf of the South Brazil Bight (Fig. 4.2). Cluster 4, on the other

hand, shows the opposite behavior and accumulates mostly positive trends, leading to a

more stratified water column at the inner region of the South Brazil Bight.

We can draw further insights on the shelf’s water column response to increased GHG

emissions by looking at the relative contribution of temperature (φPE,T ) and salinity (φPE,S)

to theφPE , which is done by calculatingφPE based on their depth-averaged profiles at each

cell and time step (Fig. 4.6). Overall, temperature tends to be the dominating factor to the

φPE and increases in the order of 5 - 10% at the end of the century. The exception is cluster

6, where both temperature and salinity act as equal drivers to the φPE balance. Even in

this region, however, we still see a shift in dominance after around 2050, with temperature

overtaking salinity.
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Figure 4.5: Left axis show the time series of the potential energy anomaly (φPE in J.m-3,

black line), whereas the right axis show the trend (J.m-3.year-1, colored line) for each defined

cluster. The trend is estimated with a one-year running window for every 30-year climatol-

ogy between 1980 and 2100, and referenced to the climatology’s halfway year (e.g., 1994

for the period between 1980 and 2009). Red indicates higher stratification and blue in-

dicates a shift towards more well-mixed conditions. Gaps are present where the trend is

essentially zero. The dashed gray line represents the calculated historical average, consid-

ering the period between 1980 and 2009, and is related to the left axis.

Among these results, we can see that some portions within cluster 5 also showed an

increase in φPE , specially around the southern shelf, but were grouped with regions where

this impact was insignificant (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). This led to the approximately neutral

change seen in this cluster’s φPE time series. This happens because di�erent properties can

dominate the separation between clusters (Fig. 4.7). Cluster 1, which represents the largest

portion of the Brazilian shelf in length, shows essentially no impact on stratification (both

φPE and pycnocline characteristics). SST increases on the order of 1 ◦C, with a SSS increase

of 0.5. Cluster 6, located south of the Patos Lagoon, shows a similar low impact on φPE

but a slightly higher variance in pycnocline depth. It distinguish itself from other clusters

mostly for the highest average salinity increase of≈ 1, alongside the highest SST variance.

Cluster 4, located in the internal region of the South Brazil Bight, has the largest increase in

pycnocline strength (∇ρmax, ± 0.2 kgm−4), a stronger increase in φPE and SST increase

above 1 ◦C. Clusters 2, 3 and 5 all show a tendency towards shallower pycnoclines and

reduced φPE , while having similar small increases in SSS. However, cluster 2, located in

the inner shelf near Cabo Frio, is also the only region to show an average SST decrease.
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Figure 4.6: Time series of the relative contribution of temperature (red, left axis) and salin-

ity (right, blue axis) to the potential energy anomaly (in %) for each defined cluster. We

would like to draw the readers’ attention to both axes’ ranges.

This characteristic, in itself, distinguishes this cluster from number 3, even though they

have insignificant t-test statistics between them when all properties are considered.

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Shelf’s stratification response to a strong warming scenario

Over northern and northeastern Brazil, we mostly found very low φPE and essentially no

evidence of a pycnocline (∇ρmax, Fig. 4.3), even on a seasonal scale (Fig. 4.2). In this

region, the water column is dominated by TW, forced shoreward by the constant down-

welling pressure of the SE trade winds (Lentz, 1995; Soares and deCastro Filho, 1996). Even

over the outer shelf and the shelf break, evidence of stratified conditions is only barely per-

ceptible (Fig. 4.3). This could reflect the presence of the NBC, as Johns et al. (1998) found

that up to 5 Sv of its volume can be transported through this region. Over the 21st cen-

tury, however, there is no expectation of increased trade winds, only an expansion of the

Hadley cells (Davis and Rosenlof, 2012; Hu et al., 2018). This could explain why the cal-

culated change signal is mostly insignificant (Fig. 4.3). In this case, changes in φPE are a

direct response to increasing surface temperature and salinity, which act to enhance and

break down stratification (Atkinson and Blanton, 1986), respectively. Both impacts tend
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Figure 4.7: Mean and variance among model cells within each of the 6 clusters assigned by

the SOM algorithm. Values are shown for the pycnocline strength and depth (∇ρmax in

kgm−4 and ∇ρdepth in m, respectively), sea surface temperature (SST in ◦C), sea surface

salinity (SSS) and potential energy anomaly (φPE in Jm−3).

to balance each other towards the end of the century (Fig. 4.7, cluster 1), even though some

slight changes on the seasonal patterns can be expected (Fig. 4.2).

In contrast, we can see clear evidence of stratification over the central and south Brazil-

ian shelves under recent past conditions (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). As opposed to the northern

coast, these locations are not under the influence of the trade winds, but rather of the up-

per branch of the South Atlantic Subtropical High (SASH), and are bound o�shore by the

BC (Stramma and England, 1999). The E and NE winds associated with the SASH creates

upwelling-favorable conditions that push the SACW inshore year-round, with southerly

wind anomalies occasionally disrupting this pattern during austral winter (Castro and Mi-

randa, 1998). The SACWpresence over the outer shelf was first identified by Campos et al.

(1995) in the South Brazil Bight (between Cabo Frio and the Sta. Marta Cape), and linked

to the water mass structure composing the BC (TW and SACW).

Along central Brazil, this stratification can be seen over the south bank of the Abrolhos

Shelf and over the Tubarão Bight (Fig. 4.3), which both Pereira et al. (2005) and Palóczy

et al. (2016) had previously identified as preferential SACW intrusion pathway. Although

mostly wind-driven, Palóczy et al. (2016) showed that the presence of the BC uplifts the

thermocline and leads to colder water contributions over the bottom boundary layer (up to

−1.4 ◦C), increasing the vertical temperature gradient and contributing to a higher φPE .

Additionally, some austral summer and winter variability can be seen over the Abrolhos
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shelf, but seasonal changes in stratification are much more important further south (Fig.

4.2).

We found that highly stratified conditions can reach up to the shoreline over the South

Brazil Bight and the Southern Shelf during austral summer, a�ecting at least up to the

mid-shelf (Fig. 4.2). Castro (2014) calculated the bulk stratification over the South Brazil

Bight and found a clear cross-shelf gradient, with largest bulk stratification in the outer

shelf. Seasonally, higher bulk stratification was found closer to the shoreline in austral

summer when compared to austral winter, with the SACW signal around the 30m and

70m isobaths, respectively. The smallest variability was found in the outer shelf, with no

clear seasonal fluctuations. This pattern of seasonal intrusion extends all the way to the Sta.

Marta Cape (Campos et al., 2013) and beyond to the Southern Shelf. Although, over the

Southern Shelf, it tends to be limited to the shelf break during austral winter (Fig. 4.2). This

happens mostly because this region is also dominated by the periodic seasonal excursion

of the Plata River Plume (bringing PW), which dominates the vertical structure of the

inner-to-mid shelves during winter promoting weakly stratified conditions, and retreats

to around 32°S during summer (Piola et al., 2000; Möller et al., 2008; Palma et al., 2008).

Nevertheless, even though the stratification over these regions seems to be essentially

controlled by the SACW intrusions, their response to anthropogenic climate change is

distinct. Over the central shelf, there is an overall increase in stratification (both φPE

and pycnocline strength), accompanied by a shallower pycnocline position (Fig. 4.3). The

same can be found over the mid-to-inner shelf regions of the South Brazil Bight (except

around Cabo Frio) and the Southern Shelf (Fig. 4.3), with a clear seasonal pattern (Fig.

4.2). Over the mid-to-outer shelf and around Cabo Frio specifically, a reduction in φPE

and a stronger shoaling of the pycnocline points towards an increased volume of SACW,

in agreement with the findings of de Souza et al. (2020). In essence, the φPE increase in

the mid-to-inner shelf reflects the further on-shelf migration of SACW combined with the

increased surface warming. The φPE decrease in the outer shelf, however, is dominated by

the pycnocline shoaling, as a higher vertical proportion of the water column reflects SACW

characteristics and compensates the surface warming. In the latter case, the pycnocline is

vertically squeezed closer to the surface, increasing its gradient. A similar mechanism was

found to develop in the North Sea in response to storm passages (Gronholz et al., 2017).

On the synoptic scale, these overall changes in stratification are connected to the south-

westward migration of the SASH (Rykaczewski et al., 2015), in response to the poleward

migration of the westerlies (Barnes and Polvani, 2013). de Souza et al. (2020) showed how

wind speeds associated with the SASH could increase by ≈ 2m s−1 along the Brazilian

coastline, leading to a stronger Ekman o�shore forcing and a larger spread of the SACW

over the bottom boundary layer of the South Brazil Bight. They also showed, however, that
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this does not necessarily induce an increased fertilization of the surface waters, as vertical

velocities at the bottom of the mixed-layer decrease. In this case, the higher momentum

input by the enhanced wind field does not produce enough kinetic energy to overcome the

stronger pycnocline, even though the water column is characterized by a decrease in φPE .

Albeit these results reflect the impact of RCP8.5 conditions, Sydeman et al. (2014) showed

similar trends in data sets covering the recent past, providing further confidence in the

changes presented here.

An important consequence of a stronger pycnocline is that it can lead to reduced sup-

ply of O2 to deeper layers of the water column, and even to anoxic events (Keeling et al.,

2010). As an example, hypoxia is expected for the Gulf of Mexico under increased GHG

emissions (Laurent et al., 2018). For the Brazilian shelf, the consequences to the ecosystem

balance remains unclear, as our simulations did not involve a biogeochemical model, but

increased stratification could disrupt food chains over the shelf. Resgalla Jr et al. (2001),

for example, showed how the presence of SACW over the Southern Shelf was correlated

to high zooplankton biomass, specially of species typically found in upwelling zones. Un-

derstanding the ecological impact is especially important in the South Brazil Bight and the

Southern Shelf, which are natural fisheries hot spots and have large economical importance

on a national level (Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al., 2018).

4.6.2 Understanding the regional segmentation

Once the physical processes over the Brazilian shelf have been explored, we can try to gather

further understanding on the leading mechanisms that drive the cluster assignments pro-

vided by SOM (Fig. 4.4) and their response to anthropogenic climate change. Unless spec-

ified, cluster numbers refer to the regions defined for 6 clusters (see section 4.5.2). Cluster

1 comprises both the central shelf and the northern/northeastern Brazilian shelves, which

are under the e�ect of di�erent synoptic wind systems. Nevertheless, they are grouped

together or divided at most in two clusters for all SOM grid configurations. Even when

separated in two regions (e.g., for 8 clusters), the two groupings are not statistically di�er-

ent from each other, based on a t-test considering all model cells within each group. This

indicates that, at the long-term scale, the slightly increased water column stabilization over

the northern shelf mostly reflects the increase in surface warming. The exception is when

10 clusters are considered. In this case, a third cluster is defined around the Tubarão Bight

until Cabo Frio, spanning the whole shelf (Fig. 4.4, bottom right). This is a reflection of

the stronger influence of the SACW upwelling over this region (Palóczy et al., 2016). The

already ubiquitous presence of SACW, however, also means that the enhanced wind field

(de Souza et al., 2020) does not produce an impact as strong as what can be seen in south

Brazil, limiting the long-term impacts on stratification in this region (Fig. 4.3).
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Cluster 3 defines the shelf break region below 13°S and represents the influence of the

BC, veering slightly onshore over the outer shelf in the South Brazil Bight. It is charac-

terized by the strongest changes to the φPE and a large variance on the pycnocline depth

(Fig. 4.7). These changes reflect the stronger shoaling of the pycnocline and indicate an

uplifted SACW within the BC. This can be seen when we consider the relative contribu-

tion of temperature and salinity to φPE (Fig. 4.6), with temperature contributing almost

100% at the end of the century as the thermal gradient between TW and SACW increases

along the pycnocline. When the number of clusters is increased (e.g., 8 clusters), this re-

gion is refined into two segments separated at ≈ 25°S. Between those two segments, the

only significant di�erence is in the pycnocline depth (not shown), with a deeper pycno-

cline below this latitude. de Souza et al. (2020) showed that, at 25°S, there was a change in

the local transport of the BC, with a slight increase to the north and a slight reduction to

the south of this latitude, respectively. Coupled with a higher mesoscale activity associated

with the BC around the northern portion (Oliveira et al., 2009), these processes could lead

to a shallower pycnocline, thus causing the separation seen here.

Clusters 2 and 4, located in the inner-to-mid shelf region of the South Brazil Bight, are

perhaps the most stable in terms of position and shape between all clusters. Cluster 2 is

the only location where an overall SST decrease is found (Fig. 4.7). In this region, located

between Cabo Frio and Ubatuba, SACW is present year-round (Castelao and Barth, 2006)

and reflects the combined e�ects of the Ekman upwelling (Castro and Miranda, 1998) and

a shelf break upwelling (Campos et al., 2000), the latter of which is advectively-accelerated

onshore due to the narrowing of the shelf’s width around Cabo Frio when the shelf break

orientation turns E-W (Palma and Matano, 2009). It’s shape, which produces a surface

cold tongue visible on satellite imagery (Castelao et al., 2004), reflects the SW advection of

SACW and is considered one of two preferential pathways for its intrusion over the South

Brazil Bight (Cerda and Castro, 2014). de Souza et al. (2020) showed how the decrease in

SST over this region at the end of the century is a consequence of increased upwelling at

the shelf break, due to a local adjustment of the BC flow to the southward migration of the

SASH. This also explains the decreased φPE , as a higher proportion of SACW dominates

the water column’s vertical structure, and the small changes to the pycnocline, as the region

is already dominated by the dynamics of the SACW intrusions. In turn, cluster 4 shows

the strongest stratification increase among all clusters (Fig. 4.7). In this region, SACW is

normally only found during summer and retreats closer to the outer shelf during winter

(Palma and Matano, 2009; Brandini et al., 2014; Castro, 2014). However, under increased

Ekman forcing due to the strong warming scenario, the bottom intrusion of SACW travels

further onshore and a�ects the region within this cluster even during winter (de Souza

et al., 2020). In essence, the e�ects in cluster 4 reflect the increased bottom influence of

SACW over a larger portion of the South Brazil Bight.
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Finally, clusters 5 and 6 are foundmostly over the Southern Shelf. In this region, SACW

intrusion is limited to the mid-to-outer shelf in present conditions (Fig. fig:4.2), and the

constant presence of the PW further complicates the interaction between water masses.

Cluster 5’s dominant characteristic is a stronger pycnocline shoaling, although with a large

variance (Fig. 4.7). This points towards a stronger influence of the on-shelf SACW intru-

sions in the future, similar to the e�ects found for cluster 3. This is specially important

during winter (Fig. 4.2) when this process would normally be limited to the outer shelf

(Piola et al., 2008). When increasing the number of clusters above 9, this region is further

segmented into two cross-shelf clusters (Fig. 4.4). While the inshore cluster likely reflects

the northward excursion of the Plata River plume (Piola et al., 2000; Möller et al., 2008),

the o�shore cluster likely reflects the southward transport of STSW and the development

of the inverted thermocline (Castello andMöller Jr., 1977), where temperature can increase

with depth due to enhanced vertical stratification. In both cases, however, the STSW is

the transported water mass, and likely explains why the separation between these two clus-

ters is not statistically-significant and the anthropogenic impact is homogeneous along the

whole shelf.

Cluster 6, similar to clusters 2 and 4, also presents a rather stable position. Its north-

ern limit, around 32°S, marks the approximate location of the subtropical shelf front. This

front separates the influences of the STSW and the subantartic shelf water, normally asso-

ciated with colder waters from the Malvinas Current (Piola et al., 2000). This position also

marks an important transition in regards to the Plata River plume dynamics. During win-

ter, the plume is pushed northward due to atmospheric cold fronts and can advance up to

the South Brazil Bight as a shallow coastal plume. During summer, on the other hand, the

constant NE winds trap the plume southward of this front, extending the plume through-

out the whole shelf and dominating the water column (Piola et al., 2000, 2008;Möller et al.,

2008). This indicates that this cluster captures the region of constant influence from the

Plata River plume and explains the strongest SSS and SST variability found herein (Fig.

4.7), as its dynamics is strongly modulated by the seasonally reversing winds (Piola et al.,

2005; Palma et al., 2008). It also explains why anthropogenic climate impact over this area

is mostly insignificant when we consider our control variability (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3), as we

see no significant changes to the Plata River discharge at the end of the century (de Souza

et al., 2020). Notwithstanding, this is the only cluster where temperature and salinity con-

tributed approximately equally to the overall φPE (Fig. 4.6). Piola et al. (2008) identified

that temperature controlled the stratification over this region during summer, but salinity

was the dominant forcing during winter. Although our ratio of T/S influence in summer

suggests a more equal contribution of both properties (0.96), the winter ratio shows a clear

salinity driven stratification (0.83). In the end of the century this no longer holds true, and

both summer and winter ratios shows the higher importance of temperature in driving
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stratification, with ratios of 1.27 and 1.12, respectively. This highlights that even though

no clear anthropogenic impact might be apparent, changes in the balance between forcing

mechanisms can be significant.

Based on these analyses, the South Brazil Bight stands out as the region along the Brazil-

ian coastline most susceptible to climate-induced changes in stratification, as it is influ-

enced by physical drivers modulating the onshore intrusion of SACW and the northward

penetration of PW. Although, its changes respond mostly to modifications in the SACW

intrusion. This is reflected in SOM through the largest number of cluster assignments

within this region, combined with a more refined cross-shelf segmentation. While argu-

ments to increase the number of clusters to further segment other regions of the shelf can

be made, they mostly create insignificant separations (e.g. northern and central shelves or

cross-shelf segmentation in the Southern Shelf). Nevertheless, it is important to recognize

that all generated regions have strong underlining support in dynamical characteristics,

even when we only consider the net change signal for their modeling.

4.7 Conclusions

Our results indicate that changes in stratification due to anthropogenic climate change

will have a greater e�ect in the south and southeastern sections of the Brazilian shelf, in

comparison to the north(eastern) and central sections of the coast. The stronger changes

in stratification are mostly driven by a more e�ective bottom intrusion of SACW, specially

evident as it uplifts the pycnocline. In the far south (around the Patos Lagoon), the balance

between temperature and salinity in driving the φPE will shift, with temperature domi-

nating the stratification even during austral winter. This result is specially important when

we consider that the net change signal in this region is mostly indistinguishable from natu-

ral variability, indicating that modifications of individual driving mechanisms can happen

even if no climate change impact is apparent.

Over the inner to mid shelf sectors of the South Brazil Bight and the Southern Shelf,

stratification will increase due the spread of SACW over a larger portion of the shelf and

the increased surface warming. In the outer shelf and the shelf break, on the other hand,

the currently ubiquitous presence of SACW leads to an overall decrease in φPE , as its

influence further grows in the water column towards the end of the century. Nevertheless,

this same process lifts and squeezes the pycnocline, increasing its strength and potentially

limits nutrient fluxes towards the mixed-layer. Dynamically, the strongest impacted region

is found within the South Brazil Bight, between Ubatuba and the Sta. Marta Cape, but

a more detailed assessment of biogeochemical fluxes would require information from an

ecosystem model.
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Shelf regions in northern and central Brazil, in contrast, are projected to experience

only a small increase in stratification, mostly associated with the increased surface warm-

ing. Increase in stratification over this region is also weaker than the projected impact over

southeastern Brazil, although ESMs tend to estimate a stronger impact over the tropical

Atlantic. This highlights the importance of regional processes (i.e., the SACW intrusion in

our study site) in mediating the response of local shelf seas to increased GHG emissions.
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In this chapter, we review the major findings explored in eachmanuscript, how they re-

late to each other and how they help us advance our understanding of the projected impacts

of anthropogenic climate change to the physical conditions along the Brazilian shelf. Sec-

tion 5.1 explores the model performance in reproducing the recent past at the basin-wide

scale and the most relevant regional ocean processes in Brazil’s shelf waters. It also dis-

cusses the shelf break upwelling at the South Brazil Bight and its driving mechanism. This

is particularly relevant for understanding the decrease in sea surface temperature found in

this region at the end of the 21st century, which is further explored in section 5.2. Specif-

ically, section 5.2 analyses how the changes a�ecting the Brazil-Malvinas confluence are

connected to the changes in the upwelling regime at the South Brazil Bight and in water

column stratification along Brazil’s shelf. Ultimately, the forecast impacts associated with

anthropogenic climate change are put into perspective, considering the expected modifi-

cations in the atmosphere and to the South Atlantic more broadly. Finally, we evaluate the

shortcomings in our model and how they relate to some of the biases found in our results

in section 5.3, and suggest improvements to the modeling framework that could expand

the analysis performed here and provide a more complete understanding of the e�ects of

increased greenhouse gas emissions to the Brazilian shelf waters.

5.1 Model evaluation and historical performance

Overall, ensemble variability was small for our five RCP8.5 simulations and the corre-

lation between ensemble members for di�erent properties was consistently high (above

0.90) when evaluated in locations within the Brazilian shelf (see section 3.4.1). In this case,

a median profile based on the five ensemble members proved to be a good representative

of the general model behavior, capturing the dominating frequency ranges within all eval-

uated time series. This reflects the stronger influence of the external forcing induced by

the boundary conditions in comparison to the internal variability of our high-resolution

domain on the model spread, which was also shown by Mathis et al. (2018) for the North-

west European shelf. To further test HAMSOM’s performance during the recent past, we

evaluated its behavior with respect to temperature, salinity and general circulation, over

the South Atlantic and within the Brazilian shelf.

Temperature We had a correlation coe�cient higher than 0.98 for all seasons (aver-

aged over 1985 to 2016) when compared to theWOCE/Argo Global Hydrographic Clima-

tology (Gouretski, 2018) for the same period, with the model reproducing some important

features of the basin wide circulation and regional processes along the Brazilian shelf. In

the tropics, the appearance of an equatorial cold tongue during austral winter (Fig. 2.2) and

the shallower equatorial mixed layer (Fig. 2.3) showcases the e�ect of the equatorial up-

welling (Wan et al., 2011), whereas the predominance of well-mixed conditions year-round
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over the Brazilian shelf (Fig. 4.2) highlights the e�ectiveness of the SE trade winds in con-

trolling the water column stratification (Lentz, 1995; Soares and de Castro Filho, 1996).

In the subtropics, we can see the northward intrusion of cold sub-antarctic water along

the shelf during austral winter (Fig. 2.2), previously reported by Campos et al. (1999a), as

well as the colder sea surface temperature anomalies during austral summer along the Cabo

Frio coastline (Fig. 3.5), which reflects the influence of a coastal upwelling (Campos et al.,

2000).

This coastal upwelling, in particular, reflects two di�erent regimes and brings colder

South Atlantic Central Water within the shelf (Campos et al., 2000; Palma and Matano,

2009). The first is driven by the NE winds associated with the South Atlantic Subtropical

High, and is most e�ective during austral summer (Lima et al., 1996; Castro and Miranda,

1998; Castelao et al., 2004). At the central shelf, it a�ects both the south bank of the

Abrolhos shelf and the Tubarão Bight (Fig. 4.2), being important mechanisms for the water

column stratification (Pereira et al., 2005; Palóczy et al., 2016). These cold water intrusions

are constantly present at the outer shelf (Castro, 2014), being able to reach all the way up

to the coastline during austral summer in some section of the South Brazil Bight and near

the Santa Marta Cape (Campos et al., 2000; Möller et al., 2008; Campos et al., 2013). This

seasonal variability pattern is well captured within our HAMSOM domain (Figs. 3.4 and

4.2) and are important mechanisms for the fertilization of the subtropical Brazilian shelf

waters (Castro et al., 2006).

The second upwelling regime is controlled by the interaction of the Brazil Current with

the shelf break topography and is seen within the South Brazil Bight (Campos et al., 1995).

The process behind this interaction, however, has been explained using di�erent mech-

anisms. Campos et al. (2000) and Silveira et al. (2000) hypothesized that this upwelling

is driven by a southwestward moving Rossby wave, triggered because of barotropic insta-

bilities along the Brazil Current as it overshoots the latitude of Cabo Frio. In this case,

this Rossby wave would be a consequence of potential vorticity conservation in response

to the coastline geometry shift from NE-SW to E-W around Cabo Frio. Palma and Matano

(2009), on the other hand, hypothesized that it is the change in the along pressure gradient

around Cabo Frio that forces an enhanced bottom intrusion around Cabo Frio, advectively

accelerating the flow from the Brazil Current inshore.

Our results, however, suggest a combination of both processes (see section 3.5.1). Based

on the same potential vorticity conservation arguments from Campos et al. (2000) and

Silveira et al. (2000), we believe that the Brazil Current produces dipole structures with

upwelling and downwelling cores as it flows around and interacts with the shelf break’s

ridge topography (Figs. 3.4 and 3.8), following the theoretical mechanism described by

Song and Chao (2004). This would not require the geometry shift found in Cabo Frio,
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only the presence of these large scales ridges that can be seen along the topography (Fig.

3.1). This is supported by the results from Palma and Matano (2009). In their simulations,

the smoothing of bathymetric contours removes the ridges seen along the shelf break and

limits the upwelling to the Cabo Frio region, where the geometry shift is still preserved

(essentially a large ridge). This discourages the Rossby wave explanation from Silveira et al.

(2000), as it should still happen under Palma andMatano (2009) configuration downstream

of Cabo Frio, but it does not. Additionally, we found the same acceleration found by

Palma and Matano (2009), which enhances the upwelling process in the northern sector of

the South Brazil Bight and explains why the upwelling is much more e�ective along this

section of the coast, as demonstrated by Castelao and Barth (2006).

Salinity An evaluation of salinity against the same dataset yielded correlations above

0.77 for all seasons, with HAMSOM showing a fresher surface ocean, particularly over

the tropics. This is expected, as the MPI-ESM model shows a positive precipitation bias

over the tropical Atlantic with a similar fresher upper ocean (Jungclaus et al., 2006, 2013),

which our bias correction do not manage to fully eliminate as it relates to an incorrect

representation of the ITCZ dynamics over the tropics from the global model. Nevertheless,

the maximum salinity core is well represented within the South Atlantic Subtropical High,

as well as the plume e�ects associated with the Amazon and the La Plata rivers (Fig. 2.4).

Regionally, the dominant e�ect of the Plata River Plume over the southern Brazilian shelf

(Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, cluster 6) and its northward migration towards the South Brazil Bight

(Figs. 2.4 and 3.7) during austral winter are both captured within our HAMSOM domain,

being important drivers of the local circulation (Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al., 2018).

Circulation Mean and eddy kinetic energy calculated based on the horizontal zonal

andmeridional velocities obtained fromHAMSOMwere compared to data from theGlobal

Drifters Program following the methodology of Oliveira et al. (2009). For the main circu-

lation, represented by the mean kinetic energy, model performance was fair with a cor-

relation coe�cient of 0.58 (Fig. 2.6). Our estimated Malvinas Current strength at 45°S

(35.8± 8.2 Sv) is similar to the estimate obtained by Spadone and Provost (2009), while

our Brazil Current strength at 29°S is within one standard-deviation of estimates found

within Gabioux et al. (2013) but indicates a stronger flow, with both currents exhibiting a

correct seasonal variation (Fig. 2.7).

In this case, we believe the overestimation of the Brazil Current is a reflection of the

poor resolution of turbulent flows within the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, as the Zapiola

Anticyclone is not properly reproduced (Fig. 2.6) and some of the main flow’s energy is not

dissipated before continuing along the gyre circulation. This is because the representation

of the Zapiola Anticyclone is sensitive to the correct interaction between the Malvinas

Current and the bottom topography (deMiranda et al., 1999; Combes andMatano, 2014a),
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which is likely underestimated in our simulations due to the coarse vertical discretization at

the deep ocean. Nevertheless, the mean position of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence as well

as its seasonal variability is well reproduced (Fig. 2.7), and its poleward migration within

the recent past is in agreement with the estimates from previous authors (Goni et al., 2011;

Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2011; Combes and Matano, 2014b).

5.2 Forecasting anthropogenic climate impacts

We investigated future impacts of anthropogenic climate change on the Brazilian shelf

by looking at processes a�ecting the region from large (Brazil-Malvinas Confluence) to

local scales (stratification and upwelling), under a strong warming scenario (RCP8.5). In

a more general sense, all the modifications expected to a�ect the Brazilian coastline at the

end of the 21st century reflect the adjustment of the coastal dynamics to the poleward

migration of the South Atlantic Subtropical High (Fig. 3.9), identified by Rykaczewski

et al. (2015), and the widening of the Hadley cell over the tropics (Kang and Lu, 2012; Davis

and Rosenlof, 2012; Hu et al., 2018). This exposes the Brazilian coast to mildly increased

wind speeds, around 2m s−1 (Fig. 3.9), and is in agreement with global climate change

forecasts indicating no significant change to the gyre’s intensity (Reboita et al., 2019), and

with historical reanalysis already suggesting similar poleward shifts during the recent past

(Sydeman et al., 2014; Gilliland and Keim, 2018).

In essence, this migration of the subtropical gyre is also connected to the poleward

migration of the westerlies (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012; Barnes and Polvani,

2013), which strengthens the Southern Ocean atmospheric circulation (Fig. 2.9). As a

consequence, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current’s main flow shifts closer to Antarctica

(see section 2.5.2), weakening the Malvinas Current by ≈ 25% (Figs. 2.8 and 2.10). As

no equivalent weakening is seen along the Brazil Current, the main position of the Brazil-

Malvinas Confluence continuously shifts poleward at a rate of−0.44° per decade (Fig. 2.8),

in response to the new dynamical equilibrium between the two western boundary currents.

Our results suggests that these shifts in the main pathway of the Antarctic Circum-

polar Current occurs periodically even during the recent past and are directly connected

to the intensity of the Malvinas Current (Fig. 2.10). However, only under increased an-

thropogenic forcing does it lead to a continued migration of the mean confluence position

throughout the 21st century. This has implications to the confluence’s seasonal variability

as well, decreasing its amplitude by approximately half of its historical range and reaching

its maximum northward extension earlier in the year (June, as opposed to July/August).

These results corroborate previous findings from Combes and Matano (2014b) and Pontes

et al. (2014) to the pivotal role of the Malvinas Current in controlling the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence poleward migration, and explain the connection to the Antarctic Circumpolar
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Current even when no apparent changes to its transport can be verified.

Aside from impacts to the confluence dynamics and variability, the projected increase

in temperature and salinity over this region (IPCC, 2013) is also likely to indirectly a�ect

the Brazilian coastline. As the zone of formation of the SouthAtlantic CentralWater (Gor-

don, 1981; Sprintall and Tomczak, 1993), these changes in surface properties will modify

the water mass’ physical characteristics within the Brazil Current (Fig. 3.2) and, by exten-

sion, the Brazilian shelf. This is because the South Atlantic Central Water is an important

component of the water column stratification and fertilization along subtropical Brazil

(Castro et al., 2006). The other component is the freshwater plume associated with the

Plata River (Piola et al., 2000, 2018), south of Brazil, but we found no significant changes

to its discharge within our simulations (see section 3.5.2).

In this light, changes modifying the intrusion of South Atlantic Central Water along

the Brazilian shelf have a central role in defining the coastal response to anthropogenic cli-

mate change. The stronger winds along Brazil’s coast due to the southwestward migration

of the South Atlantic Subtropical High (Fig. 3.9) enhances the o�shore Ekman transport

over the shelf (Fig. 3.10) and pushes this cold water intrusion further onshore through the

shelf’s bottom (Fig. 3.6), exemplified in our results over the South Brazil Bight. A similar

process is expected to happen in the Californian Upwelling System (Snyder et al., 2003),

along the Iberian Peninsula (Miranda et al., 2013) and the Canary Upwelling System (Sousa

et al., 2017), under increased greenhouse gases emissions.

Contrary to expectations, however, it does not lead to higher vertical velocities at the

mixed layer (Fig. 3.4), as the enhanced kinetic energy provided by the wind field is not

enough to overcome the increased water column stability, reducing the available potential

energy to be converted into vertical motion (Fig. 3.11, process described in Urakawa and

Hasumi, 2009). This, in turn, is a consequence of the stronger pycnocline that develops

over the shelf at the end of the century due to the surface heating (Fig. 4.6). Additionally,

the increased bottom intrusion of colder South Atlantic Central Water squeezes the pyc-

nocline towards the surface as its relative fraction in the water column increases, shoaling

the pycnocline and further enhancing its strength (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). In contrast, over the

tropics, the water column is dominated by the warm Tropical Water, with the constant

pressure of the SE trade winds inhibiting bottom intrusions of the South Atlantic Coastal

Water (Lentz, 1995; Soares and de Castro Filho, 1996) and the formation of a pycnocline.

This setting does not change in our future scenarios, leading to only slightly increased

stratification in northern Brazil (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) due to the increased surface heating

(Fig. 4.6).

Changes in sea surface temperature and salinity across the Brazilian shelf are perhaps

the most clear examples of the regional response to anthropogenic climate change. The
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IPCC (2013) predicts an increase in sea surface temperature between 2 ◦C and 3 ◦C and of

up to 0.5 in sea surface salinity along the South America coastline for the RCP8.5 scenario.

For the sea surface temperature, our results indicate increases mostly below 2 ◦C across the

whole shelf, with stronger temperature increases where the upwellingmechanism is limited

or non-existent (Fig. 4.7, clusters 1, 3 and 6). In the northern sector of the South Brazil

Bight we even found a decrease in sea surface temperature at the end of the 21st century

of up to 1 ◦C (Fig. 3.5 and cluster 2 in Fig. 4.7). In this region, the combination of both

the Ekman and shelf break upwelling mechanisms (see section 3.5.1) boost the presence of

the SouthAtlantic CentralWater, overtaking the heating e�ects from the increased surface

warming. For the sea surface salinity, our results are more inline with the global projections

and indicate a slightly reduced impact to this property, with an upper bound at 0.5 (Fig.

4.7). The exception is in the very south of Brazil, close to the Patos Lagoon (Fig. 4.7, cluster

6). In this region, dominated by the Plata River plume dynamics (Piola et al., 2000; Möller

et al., 2008; Palma et al., 2008), a strong increase in sea surface salinity (up to 1) suggests

a saltier Plata River Plume due to the increased evaporation over the SW South Atlantic

(IPCC, 2013), although we did not explicitly analyze this water mass characteristics within

our simulations.

Based on our results, the subtropical Brazilian shelf is more susceptible to climate

change when compared to the tropical region, specially the South Brazil Bight where the

continental shelf is wider and more influenced by variations of the upwelling mechanism

(Fig. 4.4 and sections 3.5.1 and 4.6.2). This goes against global projections regarding changes

in ocean stratification, which project a stronger impact over the tropics (Capotondi et al.,

2012; Fu et al., 2016). The weakening of vertical flows at the mixed layer also evidence a

distinct response the large scale dynamics, as Earth SystemModels predict an overall inten-

sification of the Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems (Wang et al., 2015). This highlights

the heterogeneity in the response of anthropogenic climate change in shelf waters and the

importance of considering regional processes when evaluating local responses, as has been

likewise demonstrated for other regions (e.g., Holt et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Praveen

et al., 2016; Holt et al., 2018; Mathis and Mikolajewicz, 2020).

Ultimately, our results indicate that the dominant regional process shaping the future

conditions across the Brazilian shelf is the upwelling of South Atlantic Central Water and

how it will respond to shifts in the atmospheric circulation over the South Atlantic Ocean.

Nevertheless, even regions where no net change signal was identified can still undergo sig-

nificant change in its governing processes. We found this to be the case in the southernmost

section of the Brazilian shelf, around the Patos Lagoon (Fig. 4.4, cluster 6). Even though

changes in stratification in this region where insignificant when we accounted for the nat-

ural variability (4.3), the physical property driving its stratification shifted at the end of the

century (4.6). In the recent past, stratification is driven by salinity during austral winter
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and temperature during austral summer (Piola et al., 2008), but temperature dominates

the reaction of the water column’s vertical structure across all seasons in the future sce-

nario. This result further underscores the importance of evaluating anthropogenic climate

change on a regional scale.

5.3 Outlook and recommendations

As it stands, our model framework is able to reproduce both large scale features of the

South Atlantic circulation and the main physical drivers controlling the stratification and

dynamics within the Brazilian shelf. Nevertheless, a few improvements are suggested, tar-

geting specific weaknesses. First, if the focus is on better resolving the Brazil Current flow,

properly replicating the Zapiola Anticyclone is likely to increase the overall model perfor-

mance. It would require a significant upgrade in themodel vertical discretization, however,

as this feature is sensitive to the interaction between the Malvinas Current and the bottom

topography (de Miranda et al., 1999; Combes and Matano, 2014a). This would come with

a clear increase in computational and data storage/processing cost.

On the other hand, if the goal is to better resolve and understand the shelf dynam-

ics, other modifications might be more appropriate. If the goal is to study the response

of precipitation over Brazil, a coupled ocean-atmosphere simulation with a higher reso-

lution atmospheric regional model would be necessary to more adequately resolve ocean-

atmosphere coupled variability modes. Nobre et al. (2012a) showed how a coupled sim-

ulation was necessary to properly represent the feedback between sea surface tempera-

ture and the South Atlantic Convergence Zone in southeast Brazil. Meanwhile, Marengo

et al. (2012) analyzed future scenarios (SRES A1B) and found a decrease in precipitation

in the Amazonas, São Francisco and Paraná river basins, partly connecting this reduction

to a weakening of the South Atlantic Convergence Zone. In the northeast, heavy rainfall

episodes have also been correlated to positive sea surface temperature anomalies just o� the

coast (Kouadio et al., 2012; Hounsou-Gbo et al., 2016). Aside from the impacts on precipi-

tation, stand to reason that these variability modes also a�ect the near-shore atmospheric

circulation, which is an essential component to understanding changes to extreme sea level

events along the Brazilian coastline. In this case, regionally resolving the atmosphere would

enable a more realistic representation of coastal circulation and the near-shore processes.

Additionally, the increase in stratification and the stronger pycnocline verified in our

results should limit the nutrient flux between the mixed layer and the deeper shelf waters

(Fu et al., 2016), as well as increase the risk of oxygen depletion at depth (Keeling et al.,

2010; Laurent et al., 2018). However, the increased bottom intrusion of South Atlantic

Central Water could lead to increased primary production. This water mass has been con-

sistently connected to the fertilization of the shelf waters (Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al.,
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2018; Bordin et al., 2019), with the upwelling dynamics having been connected to specific

zooplankton assemblages and high biomass (Resgalla Jr et al., 2001) and to maintaining

e�ective diatom populations in the South Brazil Bight over long temporal scales (Brandini

et al., 2014). Understanding the net contribution of both the changes in stratification and

the stronger bottom water intrusion to the ecological state of the Brazilian shelf is beyond

the possibilities of our hydrodynamic model, and would require the explicit simulation of

biogeochemical fluxes. This is specially important around the South Brazil Bight and the

Southern Shelf, where changes to these physical processes were dominant at the end of the

21st and where industrial and artisanal fishing have large economical and social importance

(Castro et al., 2006; Piola et al., 2018).
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